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Introduction  

 
In a little more than four years, the pontificate of Francis I has generated much 

controversy, especially among Catholics who treasure doctrinal orthodoxy. Such Catholics, 

myself included, largely have looked up to Francis’ two immediate predecessors, John Paul 

II and Benedict XVI, as towering teachers of the faith. Pope Bergoglio, on the other hand,  

has been met with much uneasiness from tradition-minded faithful.  

 

The present article is designed to help such Catholics better understand what is happening 

in the Church under the pontificate of Pope Francis. It aims to do so through the lens, as it 

were, of a major document he has issued. The apostolic exhortation Amoris Laetitia (The 

Joy of Love), published in April, 2016, has elicited more controversy than anything else 

Pope Francis has done.  A close examination of this exhortation, and the controversy 

surrounding it, will, I believe, yield much insight into our current ecclesial situation.    

 

Amoris Laetitia [AL] was the Holy Father’s official response to the final report of the 2015 

episcopal Synod on the family. Chapter 8, entitled “Accompanying, Discerning and 

Integrating Human Weakness.” has become the flashpoint of controversy, as well as 

prompting a multiplicity of interpretations within the Church.  

 

The chapter deals with the question of whether, as part of its pastoral care, the Church can 

sometimes confer the sacraments of Penance and the Eucharist on Catholics who, in the 

Church’s eyes, are sacramentally married to one person yet now are civilly divorced and 

“remarried” to someone else, and living as man and wife (more uxurio), i.e., having sexual 

relations. This question was much discussed at the 2015 Synod, as indeed it was also at the 

previous Synod in 2014. In fact, it was Francis himself who stirred the whole discussion by 

having the “Kasper proposal” presented to his cardinals in 2013. For German cardinal 

Walter Kasper, the answer to the aforementioned question is “yes, under some 

circumstances.”  

 

What generated such debate at both synods, and widespread concern over AL, is that the 

Church’s longstanding pastoral practice involves a clear-cut “no, under any circumstances.” 

For traditionalists – the short-hand term I use for those who treasure orthodoxy – the Kasper 

proposal was seen as rocking the barque of Peter. What especially jolted them was the fact 

it seemed a volte-face to the explicit pastoral decisions of both John Paul II and Benedict, 
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who carefully studied this very question and found that Christ’s solemn teachings on the 

indissolubility of marriage and the grave sin of adultery left no room for any “yes.” 

 

In my previous study of the 2015 Synod, I found that, even though the Synod’s final report 

did not explicitly mention the controverted issue, it used the kind of language that Pope 

Francis could readily take and apply affirmatively to the Kasper proposal.1 During the 2014 

and 2015 synods, Francis did not overtly show his hand. Yet much evidence suggested he 

was ready, in fact, to break new pastoral ground.  

 

With Amoris Laetitia, I shall explain how he does just that. Yet he does so in such an 

oblique manner – with critical passages found in the footnotes rather than main text - that 

AL’s objective meaning only emerges on the basis of a careful reading taken together with 

subsequent comments made by the Pope and his closest collaborators. Moreover, the 

reasoning Francis offers in support of his position is, as I shall show, fraught with such 

ambiguity that it understandably raises questions about AL’s coherence with established 

Catholic doctrine. According to some leading scholars, many AL statements can easily be 

understood in support of condemned heresies, which is why many have called for papal 

clarifications.  

 

At the same time, AL has no shortage of defenders. They often argue that it does not 

subvert any doctrine at all, but only approves a modified pastoral practice that actually is 

in basic continuity with the traditional sacramental discipline, and not a rupture from the 

policies of popes John Paul and Benedict.  

 

AL critics tend to see its adoption of a Kasperite approach as a rupture dangerous to the 

faith and the salvation of souls. In addition, they find the document’s many ambiguities so 

deficient as to urgently require papal intervention. Notably, four cardinals have repeatedly 

sought that intervention, yet without success to date. Seventeen months after AL’s 

publication, Pope Francis had largely ignored the criticism.  

 

In what follows, I examine the meaning of Amoris Laetitia, both its position on the 

Communion controversy and its rationale for that position. I assess AL’s consistency    

with Catholic dogma and morality. I look at notable examples of the reception, pro and 

con, given to the exhortation from April, 2016 until the end of August, 2017.  

 

I also investigate what I believe are key elements of Francis’ underlying philosophy that 

may shed important light on both AL and his papacy overall. Finally, I consider how the 

faithful are to respond if a pope should govern or teach wrongly on serious matters.    

                                                 
1 https://pgryansblog.wordpress.com/2015/11/21/my-article-on-the-2015-synod-of-bishops/ 

https://pgryansblog.wordpress.com/2015/11/21/my-article-on-the-2015-synod-of-bishops/
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Let me address one potential concern for readers. The notion of criticizing a pope can seem 

disrespectful for faithful Catholics. But it is not necessarily so. The revered St. Thomas 

Aquinas has taught that sometimes the faithful have a duty to offer correction to their 

prelates, but must always do so with great respect.2  I believe critics of Amoris Laetitia like 

those I study feel they have such a duty yet have offered their comments respectfully.    

 

In the case of a pope, we should bear in mind that most of what he says and does is not 

infallible. A pope can be wrong, and when there is good reason to believe he errs on a 

serious matter, it is not wrong for others to bring it to his attention. We have many 

examples in Church history, starting with Scripture where St. Paul openly (and successfully) 

challenged Pope St. Peter on a question of discipline for Gentiles (Gal. 2:14). In the 14th 

century, St. Catherine of Sienna persistently challenged a resistant Pope Gregory X1 to        

leave Avignon, France, where he and some other popes had been residing, and return to 

Rome (which he did). A few popes have even aided or abetted heresy, which the Church 

could not ignore.3  Criticizing a pope may, regrettably, sometimes be necessary for the 

good of our Catholic faith.    

 

Some readers may also ask, is a matter of pastoral practice, like who is admitted to Holy 

Communion, all that important? Need Catholics be that concerned about the words our 

Pope uses in a writing about the family? 

 

Well, firstly, words do matter. Our Catholic faith is based on the words of Divine 

Revelation, ultimately on him who Scripture reveals as the very “Word” of God (Jn 1:1). 

Our Catholic doctrine has been carefully formulated in words through the centuries, under 

the infallible guidance of the Holy Spirit. Often that doctrine has come about through 

vigorous debate over words, such as whether Jesus is “like God” or “is God.” Words matter, 

greatly. Countless saints have been martyred due to the words of faith they professed.   

 

Secondly, the importance of Pope Francis’ words essentially depends on whether the critics 

– who include quite a number of distinguished bishops, cardinals and theologians - are right 

in their assessment of AL. According to many, the gravity of AL has to do with its impact on 

three of our seven sacraments: Matrimony, Penance and the Eucharist. They argue that, if 

the divorced and remarried living as husband and wife are allowed to receive Communion, 

it undermines Scripture-based teaching on the indissolubility of marriage (Mt 19: 1-9), the 

gravity of the sin of adultery (Ex 20:14; 1 Cor 6:19), and the special reverence due the 

Eucharist (1 Cor 11:27). In my view, these are entirely valid concerns and it is legitimate to 

examine them.  

 

The sacraments are at the core of what we as Catholics believe in. If the AL critics are 

                                                 
2 Summa Theologiae II-II, q. 33. a. 4 
3 I provide examples below.  
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correct, it would effectively change the understanding the Church has had of these 

sacraments for 2,000 years, and represent a rupture with Catholic teaching. The 

implications are substantial. It would, in my estimation, raise the question of whether the 

Catholic faith as we have known it has now somehow become passé. That is a rather 

important question, to say the least, for anyone who cares about the faith that has come 

down to us from Christ through Holy Mother Church and her saints.   

 

But is AL a rupture after all? Let us examine the matter.  

 

 

The Period between Synod and Exhortation 
 

In the five months between the conclusion of the 2015 Synod and the publication of Amoris 

Laetitia, several news items suggested the mindset of Pope Francis would be to introduce 

pastoral change on the Communion issue.   

 

In November, a Lutheran woman publicly asked the Pope why she could not receive 

Communion when she attended Mass with her Catholic husband. Rather than defend the 

traditional rule requiring oneness of faith (missing in a mixed marriage) before Eucharistic 

reception, Francis ambiguously suggested she might follow her conscience. “Talk to the 

Lord and then go forward,” he said.4 His apparent openness to changing long-standing 

Eucharistic practice in deference to conscience, suggested his readiness to similarly change 

Church discipline on Communion for the divorced and remarried.  

 

In January, Pope Francis railed against Catholics resistant to change, saying “Christians who 

obstinately maintain it’s always been done this way'” manifest “a closed heart that is not 

open to the newness of the Lord, to the Spirit that always surprises us.” This, he insisted, 

is a sin of idolatry.5  Such an invective echoed the pontiff’s robust condemnation of 

traditional-defenders at the close of the 2015 synod.6 It reinforced the expectation that 

the pontiff was ready to break new ground on Communion for the divorced and remarried.  

 

It did not allay fears among many Catholics to learn in January that the Pope had selected, 

as the prime drafter of his response to the 2015 Synod, his fellow Argentinian, Archbishop 

Victor Manuel Fernández. For, in an interview, Fernández had once averred that Francis’ 

                                                 
4  Mark Greaves, “Pope Stirs Debate on Lutheran Spouses” Catholic Herald, 16 Nov. 2015; Rocco Palma, 

http://whispersintheloggia.blogspot.ca/ 15 Nov. 2015 
5  “Pope Francis: Obstinate Christians are Rebels and Idolaters,” Vatican Radio 18 Jan. 2016 
6  Address of His Holiness Pope Francis, Conclusion of the Synod of Bishops 24 Oct. 2015 

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papafrancesco_20151024_sinodo-

conclusione-lavori.html  

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/october/documents/papa-francesco_20151024_sinodo-conclusione-lavori.html
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papacy was about making “deep” and “irreversible” changes.7  The Communion issue had 

preoccupied the Holy Father since the outset of his pontificate. It seemed it would not be 

surprising if this would be a prime candidate for major change.   

 

 

Two Standards: Familiaris Consortio and the “Kasper Proposal” 

 
To set the stage for an examination of AL’s text, a summary of the two main standards in 

the controversy over access of the divorced and remarried to the sacraments seems in 

order. I begin with the traditional standard, enunciated by Pope John Paul II in his 1981 

apostolic exhortation on the family, Familiaris Consortio [FC] N. 84:  

 

The Church reaffirms her practice, which is based on Sacred Scripture, of not admitting to 

Eucharistic Communion divorced persons who have remarried. They are unable to be 

admitted thereto from the fact that their state and condition of life objectively contradict 

that union of love between Christ and the Church which is signified and effected by the 

Eucharist. Besides this, there is another special pastoral reason: if these people were 

admitted to the Eucharist, the faithful would be led into error and confusion regarding the 

Church’s teaching about the indissolubility of marriage. 

 

Reconciliation in the sacrament of Penance, which would open the way to the Eucharist, can 

only be granted to those who, repenting of having broken the sign of the Covenant and of 

fidelity to Christ, are sincerely ready to undertake a way of life that is no longer in 

contradiction to the indissolubility of marriage. This means, in practice, that when, for 

serious reasons, such as for example the children’s upbringing, a man and woman cannot 

satisfy the obligation to separate, they “take on themselves the duty to live in complete 

continence, that is, by abstinence from the acts proper to married couples.” 

The norm stated in FC 84 was solemnized in the Catechism of the Catholic Church, No. 

1650.8 It was also reaffirmed by Pope Benedict using slightly different language in his 2007 

apostolic exhortation Sacramentum Caritatis, N. 29.9  

 

                                                 
7  “Pope Francis to release much anticipated Synod on the Family exhortation in March,” LifeSiteNews.com  28 Jan. 2016 
8 “If the divorced are remarried civilly, they find themselves in a situation that objectively contravenes God’s law. 
Consequently, they cannot receive Eucharistic communion as long as this situation persists…Reconciliation through the 
sacrament of Penance can be granted only to those who have repented for having violated the sign of the covenant and of 
fidelity to Christ, and who are committed to living in complete continence.” 

9 “The Synod of Bishops confirmed the Church's practice, based on Sacred Scripture (cf. Mk 10:2- 12), of not admitting the 
divorced and remarried to the sacraments, since their state and their condition of life objectively contradict the loving 
union of Christ and the Church signified and made present in the Eucharist… Finally, where the nullity of the marriage 
bond is not declared and objective circumstances make it impossible to cease cohabitation, the Church encourages these 
members of the faithful to commit themselves to living their relationship in fidelity to the demands of God's law, as 
friends, as brother and sister; in this way, they will be able to return to the table of the Eucharist, taking care to observe 
the Church's established and approved practice in this regard.” 
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A new approach was proposed by Cardinal Walter Kasper at the 2013 consistory of cardinals 

held by Pope Francis. It is found in his book The Gospel of the Family,10 where it is 

described thus: 

 

If a divorced and remarried person is truly sorry that he or she failed in the first marriage, if 

the commitments from the first marriage are clarified and a return is definitively out of the 

question, if he or she cannot undo the commitments that were assumed in the second civil 

marriage without new guilt, if he or she strives to the best of his or her abilities to live out 

the second civil marriage on the basis of faith and to raise their children in the faith, if he 

or she longs for the sacraments as a source of strength in his or her situation,  

do we then have to refuse or can we refuse him or her the sacrament of penance and 

communion, after a period of reorientation?11 

 

Such a penitential path would be applied under the discernment of the local bishop. The 

reference to “without new guilt” pertains to a sense of moral obligation to (a) maintain the 

civil promise made between the couple and (b) raise their children together.   

 

The repentance required in the “penitential path” consists of contrition for a failed first 

marriage, and a pledge to live out the second marriage “to the best of his or her abilities.” 

What is missing from the requirements, however, is a commitment to continence as 

elaborated in Familiaris Consortio 84. In an interview, the Cardinal made clear that 

continence would not be necessary, and might even be inadvisable:  

 

To live together as brother and sister? Of course I have high respect for those who 

are doing this. But it’s a heroic act, and heroism is not for the average Christian. 

That could also create new tension.12  

 

The Kasper proposal, then, offers the divorced and remarried a less strict approach, yet 

one that His Eminence believed was consistent with the Gospel. It should be borne in mind 

that Pope Francis’ two immediate predecessors, John Paul II and Benedict XVI, were quite 

aware of the Kasper approach and had rejected it. For Kasper had floated the same ideas 

back in the 199Os. John Paul’s doctrine chief, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger - the future Pope 

Benedict - twice carefully refuted the Kasper approach.13 But under a new pope, these 

ideas were given a new breath of life. We turn, then, to Amoris Laetitia.  

                                                 
10 Paulist Press, 2014. 
11 Ibid., Kindle Edition 456-61. 
12 “Merciful God, Merciful Church: An Interview with Cardinal Walter Kasper,” Commonweal 7 May 2014. 
13 “Letter to Bishops of the Catholic Church concerning the reception of Holy Communion by the divorced and remarried 
members of the faithful,” Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 1994; “Concerning Some Objections to The Church's 
Teaching on the Reception of Holy Communion by Divorced and Remarried Members of the Faithful,” Congregation for 
the Doctrine of the Faith, 1998. 
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The Meaning of AL’s Chapter 8 
 

While the main controversy over Amoris Laetitia has to do with Chapter 8, in the earlier 

chapters the author already gives several clues about what his approach will be on 

sacramental access for the divorced and remarried.  

 

In Chapter 1 Francis says he disagrees with those who wish to “solve everything by applying 

general rules or deriving undue conclusions from particular theological considerations” (N. 

2).  For the Holy Father, then, the question of whether the Kasper proposal is acceptable 

cannot be solved merely by referring to the rule of FC 84 or its related theological 

considerations. Something more is needed. The Pope thereby suggests he is ready to break 

new ground, so as to arrive at a different conclusion.  

 

In N. (paragraph) 3, Francis states, “Unity of teaching and practice … does not preclude 

certain ways of interpreting some aspects of that teaching or drawing certain consequences 

from it.” In offering (as he will) a new interpretation of Church teaching on marriage and 

the sacraments, and draw new consequences from it, the Holy Father implies here that he 

will present these as in continuity with previous teaching and practice.  

 

In N. 3 also, Francis says that in dealing with pastoral questions, “Each country or region, 

moreover, can seek solutions better suited to its culture and local needs.” We can thus 

expect he will be comfortable with a diversity in the pastoral application of his 

sacramental approach among the various countries. So, what is permitted to the divorced 

and remarried in one nation may well be forbidden in another. The paragraph seemed to 

foresee and accept great confusion on the question of sacramental discipline. Many critics 

would find that confusion unacceptable, a failure to uphold unity in essentials.   

 

AL is critical of too much pastoral emphasis on “doctrinal, bioethical and moral issues” and 

“denouncing a decadent world” (Nos. 37, 38).  He wants to leave more room for 

conscience:  

 

 We also find it hard to make room for the consciences of the faithful, who very often 

respond as best they can to the Gospel amid their limitations, and are capable of 

carrying out their own discernment in complex situations (N. 37). 

 

As we have seen above, latitude for conscience is a key aspect of the Kasper proposal. The 

Pope is setting the stage.  

 

Chapter 2, on “The Experiences and Challenges of Families,” refers to many contemporary 

problems. Tellingly, no direct mention of “adultery” is made, despite its prevalence. By 

“adultery” we mean the conventional Catholic definition: sexual relations between a man 

and woman, at least one of whom is sacramentally married to another. The Holy Father 
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thus shows what he means in his previous comments about not seeing things through a 

“doctrinal” or “moral” lens, not “denouncing a decadent world” (Nos. 37-38).  

N. 52 of AL might well include adulterous situations, yet the tone if anything is irenic:   

 

 We need to acknowledge the great variety of family situations that can offer a 

certain stability …  [my emphasis] 

 

Is Francis preparing his readers for a new way of dealing with the divorced and remarried, 

where “adultery” may not even be discussed?   

 

Chapter 3 does refer to the divorced and remarried. Here Francis endorses the Synod’s call 

for a “divine pedagogy” implied by Vatican II’s Gaudium et spes, 22: “The light of Christ 

enlightens every person” (N. 78). He cites the 2015 Synod’s final report:  

 

 She [the Church] seeks the grace of conversion for them she encourages them to do 

good, to take loving care of each other and to serve the community in which they 

live and work... 14 

 

Now, what does Francis mean by “conversion”? He indicates it includes the possibility of 

leading a couple toward a regularization of their situation and celebration of the 

Sacrament of Matrimony.15  No mention is made, however, of the possibility that 

“conversion” could entail either the separation of the civilly remarried couple or them 

living as brother and sister per the special case allowed for in FC 84. By such silence, the 

door to a historic change of pastoral praxis, going beyond FC 84, has apparently been left 

open.  

 

We turn at last to the epicenter of the whole controversy. The text of Chapter 8 is not 

without its ambiguity. Certainly, no direct statement is made about giving Communion to 

those living in adultery. As we have anticipated, the term “adultery” is not mentioned 

outright. Nevertheless, the chapter’s text deals mainly with the divorced and remarried; 

mentions giving Communion to those in “irregular situations;” and touches upon the sexual 

relationship of a divorced and remarried couple. There can be little doubt that, in Chapter 

8, the pontiff intends to deal with the controversy incited by the Kasper proposal.   

 

It is my conviction that a careful reading of the text leads readily to the conclusion that 

Chapter 8 aims to mitigate the rule articulated by Familiaris Consortio N. 84. It opens the 

door to Eucharistic reception in other circumstances than that rule would allow. Few 

                                                 
14 N. 78.  
15 Ibid. 
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commentators disagree that is the chapter’s goal. Pope Francis effectively endorses the 

thrust of the Kasper proposal.  

 

The exhortation emphatically refuses to establish “a new set of rules, canonical in nature 

and applicable to all cases” (N. 300). It intends rather to encourage “a responsible personal 

and pastoral discernment of particular cases” by laying out a number of considerations it 

considers relevant.  

 

What considerations does Pope Francis advance? The divorced and remarried, he says, are 

not excommunicated but “living members” of the Church (N. 298). The Church is a “mother 

who welcomes them always” (N. 299). “It can no longer be said that all those in any 

‘irregular situation’ are living in a state of mortal sin and are deprived of sanctifying grace” 

(N. 301). Mitigating factors that can diminish or nullify responsibility for sin include 

“ignorance, inadvertence, duress, fear, habit, inordinate attachments, and other 

psychological or social factors” (N. 302). Reflecting God’s mercy, the Church’s role is to 

help such persons “to find possible ways of responding to God and to grow in the midst of 

limits” (N. 305).  

 

None of the foregoing pastoral considerations are innovative. For example, the Church 

understands that while for a person sacramentally married to one person to live together 

with someone else, and have a sexual relationship, is objectively a state of grave sins, 

subjectively mitigating factors like those mentioned could make the sin less than mortal. 

The question remains how the various considerations the Pope lays out are to be applied to 

the Communion controversy.  

 

Pope Francis stakes out his position in Paragraphs 298 and 305. It will be seen that two 

footnotes are critically important.   

 

In N. 298 he discusses various pastoral situations involving the divorced and married.  

Here, quoting FC 84, he says the Church is aware of situations “where, for the serious 

reasons, such as the children’s upbringing, a man and a woman cannot satisfy the 

obligation to separate.” However, in Footnote 329 referencing that quote, he indicates he 

is not committed to insisting on FC 84’s insistence on continence.   

 

 In such situations, many people, knowing and accepting the possibility of living 

 as “brothers and sisters” which the Church offers them, point out that if certain 

expressions of intimacy are lacking, “it often happens that faithfulness is 

endangered and the good of the children suffers.” [my emphasis] 

 

Sexual relations are obviously implied by “certain expressions of intimacy.” The footnote 

recalls Cardinal Kasper’s comment about living as brother and sister being unrealistically 

“heroic.” It is difficult to avoid the impression that, with this footnote, Francis excuses 
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incontinence, more precisely what the Church has always understood as the objectively 

grave sin of adultery.  

 

It is noteworthy that, in the examination of conscience the Holy Father recommends for 

the divorced and remarried (N. 300), which is supposed to entail “moments of reflection 

and repentance,” no mention is made of repentance from incontinence. There is no 

evidence that adherence to the moral norm found in the Sixth Commandment, and in FC 

84, is expected.  

 

The further difficulty with Footnote 329 concerns its use of Vatican II’s Gaudium et Spes, 

N. 51, which it quotes in contending that sexual abstention can endanger faithfulness and 

the good of children. The Council quote refers to those married in the sight of God. It does 

not in any way countenance or encourage someone sacramentally married having relations 

with a new partner to whom one is civilly remarried. AL problematically mixes apples and 

oranges. It seems no exaggeration to say that it misappropriates Vatican II so as to 

seemingly excuse adultery.      

 

Before moving to N. 305, a further observation on N. 298 seems in order. The Pope 

describes several examples of pastoral situations with the divorced and remarried, and 

insists these situations “should not be pigeonholed or fit into overly rigid classifications.” It 

would seem, then, that for Francis (a) a number of situations might warrant couples not 

separating; (b) the practice of incontinence in such cases would be understandable.   

 

Turning to N. 305, it states:  

 

 Because of forms of conditioning and mitigating factors, it is possible that in an 

objective situation of sin - which may not be subjectively culpable, or fully such - a 

person can be living in God’s grace, can love and can also grow in the life of grace 

and charity, while receiving the Church’s help to this end.      

                                                                                                                 

In light of N. 298, “objective situation of sin” obviously encompasses the divorced and 

remarried living more uxorio. Here once again a strategic footnote comes into play. 

Footnote 351 indicates “the Church’s help” can include the sacraments of Reconciliation 

and the Eucharist. On the latter, Francis cites his exhortation Evangelii Gaudium that the 

Eucharist “is not a prize for the perfect, but a powerful medicine and nourishment for the 

weak.”  

 

For Pope Francis, then, the fact that civilly divorced and remarried Catholics having sexual 

relations, though always understood by the Church as constituting adultery and something 

objectively gravely sinful, should not necessarily pose an obstacle to the reception of Holy 

Communion.  Yet the Holy Father does not want to allow for access to the sacraments as a  
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general rule; access is to be granted as a result of following “the internal forum,” whereby 

priest and penitent converse and discern the path to be taken (N. 300).    

 

Nevertheless, essentially what Pope Francis endorses is the Kasper proposal. For many, this 

did not come as a surprise, given the Holly Father’s preoccupation with this approach since 

the beginning of his papacy, and his apparent sympathy for it as expressed through the two 

family synods, as my previous study showed.  In fact, a rejection of the Kasper’s ideas 

would perhaps have been the real surprise, given reports that as Archbishop of Buenos Aires 

Jorge Bergoglio had favored easy admission to the Eucharist for the divorced and remarried, 

and others in “irregular situations.”16                                                                              

It should be noted that, according to the Kasper proposal, now adopted in AL, the 

Sacrament of Penance is to be given even if a divorced and remarried person does not 

commit to strive for continence. An essential element of the Church’s traditional 

sacramental practice has been that the sinner must adopt a “firm purpose of amendment” 

to avoid the sin they have confessed.  Otherwise repentance is lacking and the priest 

cannot absolve the person, in accordance with Christ’s directive that some sins are to be 

“retained” rather than “forgiven” (Jn 20:23).  

 

The lenient penitential approach now apparently sanctioned by AL is a rupture from Church 

tradition. In that tradition, as reflected in FC 84, a divorced and remarried person not 

required to separate (due to serious reasons) could confess illicit sexual relations and be 

given absolution if they committed to strive for continence; hence the way to Eucharistic 

reception would open up. The difference with AL, evidently, is that the way is opened up 

to both sacraments without repentance from adultery. For AL critics, this is not a small 

matter. I concur with that judgment.  

 

AL’s text indicates that the critics of the Kasper proposal were never far from the Pope’s 

mind. Whereas Francis advocates “a pastoral discernment filled with merciful love, which 

is ever ready to understand, forgive, accompany, hope, and above all integrate” (N. 312), 

he contrasts this with “casting off” sinners or condemning them “forever” (N. 296). He 

seems to associate a tradition-minded approach, with its clarity on doctrine and the 

objectivity of sin, with a harshness that only alienates the divorced and remarried. It must 

be asked if such antipathy to tradition is not based on a caricature. Cannot clarity of 

doctrine be accompanied by pastoral solicitude? Certainly, the leading recent exponents of 

that tradition – John Paul II and Benedict XVI – do not deserve such a critique. In the post 

Vatican II era, moreover, it is hard to imagine pastors “casting off” anyone for their sins.  

 

                                                 
16 Pierfrancesco de Robertis, Le pecore di Bergoglio:  Le periferie di Buenos Aires svelano chi è Francesco [The sheep of 
Bergoglio: The outskirts of Buenos Aires reveal who Francesco is] ( Bologna: EMI / 2014);  reported in                        
http://chiesa.espresso.repubblica.it/articolo/1350910bdc4.html?eng=y Oct. 14/14. See also “The Crisis that Changed Pope 
Francis,” http://www.newsweek.com/2014/10/31/crisis-changed-pope-francis-279303.html 

http://chiesa.espresso.repubblica.it/articolo/1350910bdc4.html?eng=y
http://www.newsweek.com/2014/10/31/crisis-changed-pope-francis-279303.html
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Nevertheless, the Pope proceeds, in N. 305, to takes dead aim at traditionalists, whom he 

slams for being over-preoccupied with rules – which would, of course, encompass Familiaris 

Consortio 84! He even cites his startling rebuke at the close of the 2015 Synod:  

 

 [A] pastor cannot feel that it is enough simply to apply moral laws to those 

 living in “irregular” situations, as if they were stones to throw at people’s lives. This 

would bespeak the closed heart of one used to hiding behind the Church’s teachings, 

“sitting on the chair of Moses and judging at times with superiority and superficiality 

difficult cases and wounded families” (N. 305). 

 

Such a vehement, ad hominem rebuke of many eminent pastors who have served the 

Church with distinction, who simply oppose the Kasper approach, who stand with popes 

John Paul and Benedict, who above all seem to want to be faithful to Christ, is, in my view, 

both undeserved and uncharitable.17     

 

The critics of Amoris Laetitia usually object not just with its conclusion, but with its 

reasoning. Let us look at four examples.   

 

1) In N. 304, Francis states:   

 

“It is reductive simply to consider whether or not an individual’s actions correspond 

to a general law or rule, because that is not enough to discern and ensure full 

fidelity to God in the concrete life of a human being” (N. 304).  

 

The reference to “full fidelity to God” is problematic. The Pope seems to imply that going 

beyond the rule of FC 84, allowing those who objectively practice what the Church views as 

adultery to receive the Eucharist, is somehow “full fidelity to God.” His words seem to not 

only mitigate but condone sin, and even suggest it is God’s will. One recalls Isaiah 5:20: 

“Woe to those who call evil good.”    

 

2) Similarly, in N. 301 AL states: “A subject may know full well the rule, yet ...be in a 

concrete situation which does not allow him or her to act differently and decide otherwise 

without further sin.” This surely includes those who feel unable to live by the rule of 

                                                 
17 At least 24 cardinals have publicly criticized AL and /or the Kasper proposal, or implied criticism in their statements. 
These include four whose dubia we examine below (Raymond Burke, Carlo Caffarra, Joachim Meisner, Walter 
Brandmüller); nine who collaborated on a book (Eleven Cardinals Speak on Marriage and Family, 2015) defending 
traditional pastoral practice (Robert Sarah, Paul Cordes, Dominik Duka, Basilio Cleemis, Willem Eijk, Camillo Ruini, Antonio 
Varela, John Onaiyekan, Jorge Savino); nine who collaborated on a letter to the Pope on the matter (George Pell, Gerhard 
Müller, Thomas Collins, Daniel DiNardo, Norberto Rivera, John Njue, Elio Sgreccia, Timothy Dolan, Wilfrid Napier); one 
who wrote a book (The Marriage Crisis and the Eucharist, 2015) on the subject (Ennio Antonelli); and one who 
collaborated on a book (Remaining in the Truth of Christ, 2014) refuting the Kasper proposal (Velasio de Paolis).  For the 
letter to the Pope, see Fr. Raymond de Souza, “How 13 Cardinals changed the course of history,” Catholic Herald 13 Oct. 
2016. 
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Familiaris Consortio 84, i.e., the obligation to separate or, at the very least, live as 

brother and sister. The reference to “further sin” seems to apply, for instance, to someone 

whose continence would tempt their partner to find sexual relations elsewhere, and 

thereby jeopardize their union and so harm their children; such a person would, Francis 

implies, have little choice to avoid sin (harming children) but to continue living more 

uxorio. The problem is that this passage seems to excuse the sin of adultery, to effectively 

create an exception to the Sixth Commandment as if it did not always apply.18 

  

3) In the same paragraph 301, after referring to “certain situations which do not 

objectively embody our understanding of marriage,” His Holiness goes on to mention how 

an enlightened conscience can recognize  

 

the most generous response which can be given to God, and come to see with a 

certain moral security that is what God himself is asking amid the concrete 

complexity of one’s limits, while not yet fully the objective ideal. [my emphasis] 

 

This would seem to encompass the divorced and remarried person who, recognizing the 

“brother and sister” ideal, conscientiously decide not to forego sexual relations. AL seems 

to say that such a decision, “amid the concrete complexity of one’s limits,” could be “what 

God himself is asking.” Once again, the Pope seems to not only be mitigating but excusing 

sin, and even portraying it as objectively the right and holy thing to do in the 

circumstances. Once again Isaiah 5:20 seems relevant.  

 

4)  In paragraph 304 of Chapter 8, Francis tries to enlist the Church’s preeminent 

theologian, St. Thomas Aquinas, to support his approach to pastoral discernment, more  

particularly his argument that discernment of an individual’s action goes beyond “a general 

law or rule.” He quotes a passage from the Angelic Doctor saying that in matters of human 

action a general principle will fail as one descends into the details of a situation.19      

  

The difficulty with this citation is that it easily leads one to think the Holy Father may be 

implying that, in fidelity to Thomas Aquinas, sexual relations between the divorced and 

remarried are not always wrong; that only prudence and conscience can determine in a 

concrete situation whether such relations accord with God’s will, even if they violate “the 

general law or rule.”  

 

In actual fact, for Aquinas, some negative norms or rules about sin oblige always and 

everywhere (semper et pro semper), without exception, with no wiggle room for 

conscience to find a way around them.20 Among these norms Aquinas includes adultery.21 

Positive norms, on the other hand, leave discretion to a prudent conscience in applying 

                                                 
18 Catechism of the Catholic Church, N. 1756.  
19 The reference is to Summa Theologiae I-II, q.94, a. 4.  
20 Summa Theologiae II–II q. 33 a. 2 c; q. 79 a. 3 ad 3.  
21 Ibid., I-II, q. 100, a. 8. 
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them.22 At the very least, the author of AL is careless and ambiguous in his use of Aquinas. 

When it comes to adultery, there should be no ambiguity.  

      

It may be asked: For Pope Francis what happens to the Scriptural teaching, “You shall not 

commit adultery,” an element of Divine Revelation (Ex 20:14), and something the New 

Testament solemnly warns against (Mt 19:9, Mk 10:11-12, 1 Cor 6:9)?  

 

As already noted, Francis does not discuss adultery per se in the chapter. It bears pointing 

out that the pontiff is at pains to argue his approach does not mean “that the demands of 

the Gospel are in any way being compromised” (N. 301). The discernment about particular 

situations, he says, “can never prescind from the Gospel demands of truth and charity, as 

proposed by the Church” (N. 300). Presumably that truth includes the indissolubility of 

marriage and the wrongness of the baptized having sex outside sacramental marriage.   

 

But there is more to it. While Pope Francis does not deny the truth outright, he tends to 

want to manage it, so as to soften its oft-hard edge. He therefore refers to truth as an 

ideal. We hear him maintain, for instance, that “in no way must the Church desist from 

proposing the full ideal of marriage” (N. 307). What does he mean? He means that truth is 

an “objective ideal” to be respected and aspired to, but not a norm that demands 

adherence here and now. Now this approach is strikingly contrary to what Pope John Paul II 

stated on the idea of “gradualness” in the law of God:   

 

 “They [married couples] cannot look upon the law as merely an ideal to be achieved 

in the future: they must consider it as a command of Christ the Lord to overcome 

difficulties with constancy. And so, what is known as the ‘law of gradualness’ or 

step-by-step advance cannot be identified with ‘gradualness of the law,’ as if there 

were different forms or degrees of precept in God’s law for different individuals or 

situations.”23 [my emphasis]  

 

In Amoris Laetitia, Pope Francis professes to reject “a gradualness of the law,” to favor 

only the “law of gradualness” (Nos. 295, 300). When, however, he treats the law as an 

ideal to be sought, rather than as a norm to be obeyed, I submit that he effectively ends 

up deferring to a gradualness in the law according to Pope John Paul’s definition of the 

term. Amoris Laetitia and Familiaris Consortio are in contradiction, not continuity. For 

John Paul, a divorced and remarried couple must cease living more uxorio; for Francis that 

is only an ideal.   

 

While the Holy Father does not deny Catholic truth on marriage, his language of idealism 

                                                 
22 Ibid., II-II, q. 33. a. 2.  
23 Familiaris Consortio, N. 34. 
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does effectively water it down and undercut its demands on the soul. Francis’ approach 

succeeds in opening up a space for conscience to operate without strictly obeying the law 

of God. He creates a pastoral space in which the divorced and remarried, neither 

separating or forsaking sexual relations, have possible access to the sacraments of Penance 

and Holy Communion. He does not want, furthermore, to define the limits of such access. 

He eschews a “black and white” approach (N. 305), preferring the uncertainty of grey.  

 

The difficulty with not defining limits, is that the ambiguous exception to the rule can all 

too easily become a new rule of permissiveness.     

 

In Chapter 8 Francis states, “I sincerely believe that Jesus wants a Church attentive to the 

goodness which the Holy Spirit sows in the midst of human weakness” (N. 308). The 

question remains, is that sincere belief, and the Kasperite pastoral approach that 

accompanies it, consistent with Divine Revelation?  

 

I have already indicated a number of problems with that approach – its apparent excusing 

of sin, its contradiction with Catholic pastoral tradition on Eucharistic reception as 

embodied in John Paul II and Benedict XVI, its compromise on the repentance needed in 

Penance, its watering down of truth, its mishandling of Church texts. I shall now set forth 

further problems.  

 

Tradition vs. Innovation. AL’s intent to allow civilly divorced and “remarried” Catholics to 

receive the Eucharist while not renouncing to live as husband and wife is an innovation that 

flies in the face of 2,000 years of pastoral practice. In his letter of 1998, Cardinal Joseph 

Ratzinger refuted the assertion such a practice had ever been accepted in the Roman 

Catholic Church (he did acknowledge a difference with Orthodox tradition).24  Has the 

Church been unduly harsh all these centuries? Or has it faithfully reflected the spirit of the 

Gospel? I submit it is safe to give the benefit of the doubt to the traditional praxis.  

 

The wisdom of John Paul and Benedict. If popes John Paul and Benedict had never 

considered the Kasper proposal, it would seem proper to be open to it if approved by the 

Holy Father. But the fact that those two intellectual giants, whose wisdom and learning is  

exceptional in papal history, carefully considered this proposal and rejected it, gives rise to 

a reasonable doubt about Pope Francis’ attempt to move beyond the standard of FC 84 that 

they held.  

 

Need for Cogent Reasoning. If AL seeks to break new ground in qualifying an ancient 

tradition of pastoral practice, the onus would seem to be on him to carefully explain why a 

change is in order. As I have tried to indicate, the reasoning AL employs is far from cogent, 

but is instead tortuous in its ambiguity and failure to address doctrinal concerns such as the 

grave sin of adultery.    

 

                                                 
24 “Concerning Some Objections”, ibid. 
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Argument about Subjectivity vs. Objectivity Fails. AL manifests a lack of interest in the 

objectivity of doctrine, but lots of interest in the human subjectivity of the divorced and 

married persons. In the author’s view, “discernment and accompaniment” of such persons 

is about pastors compassionately entering into that subjectivity, and appreciating the 

legitimate role of conscience.  

 

One of AL’s defenders, Rocco Buttiglione, sees Pope John Paul as stressing objectivity, and 

Pope Francis breaking new ground regarding the importance and role of subjectivity. He 

sees the two as complimentary.25 His view misses something. As a world class thinker, Karol 

Wojtyla-John Paul II had unusual interest in human subjectivity. As a longtime Polish 

pastor, he had much experience with subjectivity. The Catechism of the Catholic Church, 

which he spearheaded, lays out the subjective, mitigating factors of sin that AL 

incorporates.26 The documents that his doctrine chief, Joseph Ratzinger, issued concerning 

the Kasper proposal duly considered the subjective factors associated with that thesis – and 

rejected them.27 John Paul, then, was hardly ignorant of the subjectivity that Francis 

highlights; he simply disagreed that it justified a change of the traditional pastoral praxis.  
 

The Holiness of God.  I submit that that deepest reason the Kasper approach is defective 

because only the traditional practice, based not only on centuries of Church history but the 

witness of Sacred Revelation on marriage, sin, adultery and the Eucharist, properly 

respects the holiness of God. I suspect that, at some level, popes John Paul and Benedict 

saw that the Kasper proposal fell short in that regard.28  

 

Argument about “Ideal” is a Recipe for Doctrinal Dissent. In my advanced studies on 

marriage and family, I devoted much attention to the rationales used by the many 

theologians and bishops who dissented from Pope Paul VI’s teaching on the intrinsic evil of 

contraception. The most common theme I found was that the Church’s official teaching 

was only an ideal that conscience should consider but need not absolutely follow. An 

example was the “Winnipeg Statement” by the Canadian bishops.29  

                                                 
25 “Amoris Laetitia takes a step in the direction marked by Wojtyla,” Vatican Insider 30 May 2016 
26 See Nos. 1793, 1860, 1862. 
27 “Letter to the Bishops of the Catholic Church ..,” 1994, ibid.; Letter “Concerning some objections…,” 1998, ibid. One of 
the objections Ratzinger rebutted in the latter was “Many argue that the position of the Church on the question of 
divorced and remarried faithful is overly legalistic and not pastoral.” 
28 In their ministries both popes emphasized the call to be holy as God is holy. See, e.g. John Paul II, Apostolic Letter 

Christifideles Laici, (The Lay Members of Christ’s Faithful) 1988, especially Nos. 16, 17; Benedict XVI, Encyclical Deus 

Caritas Est (God is Love), 2005. Holiness has not been such an emphasis of Pope Francis.  
29 The idea of Church teaching as ideal is reflected in para. 26: “Counsellors may meet others who, accepting the teaching 

of the Holy Father, find that because of particular circumstances they are involved in what seems to them a clear conflict 

of duties…[I]f these persons have tried sincerely but without success to pursue a line of conduct in keeping with the given 

directives, they may be safely assured that, whoever honestly chooses that course which seems right to him does so in 

good conscience.”  
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The notion of “teaching as ideal” by bishops and theologians led over time to the faithful 

effectively and massively disregarding official doctrine. AL uses the same type of language. 

It will tend to lead over time to similar disrespect for Catholic teaching, in this case with 

respect to marriage and the Sacraments of Penance and Eucharist. One AL critic has 

perceptively asked, “Is a ‘Winnipeg Statement’ Lurking in Amoris Laetitia?”30  

 

In my view, AL has many other problems. Many of these surfaced through the debate that 

has arisen since AL’s publication. I turn now to that debate.  

 

 

The Exhortation’s Initial Reception: April-October 
 
A vigorous and wide-ranging reaction to the eighth chapter of Amoris Laetitia was not 

unexpected. One school of interpretation saw it and the entire exhortation as not changing 

doctrine, only clothing and communicating the doctrine in fresh pastoral language while 

opening up new pastoral considerations. This was certainly the approach taken by Cardinal 

Christoph Schönborn of Vienna, hand-picked by the Pope to present the exhortation at a 

news conference.31  
 

The document, moreover, lent itself to this interpretation. In it the Pope refers to “various 

ways of interpreting some aspects of that teaching or drawing certain consequences from 

it,”32 and says his intent in Chapter 8 was to “offer an invitation to mercy and the pastoral 

discernment of those situations that fall short of what the Lord demands of us.”33 As I have 

pointed out, however the Holy Father may have wished to see it, AL represents rupture 

rather than continuity concerning sacramental access for the divorced and remarried.  

 

How did Cardinal Schönborn interpret AL on the Communion controversy? Speaking 

specifically about access to the sacraments for those living in “irregular situations,” His 

Eminence, like the exhortation itself, eschewed a “black or white” approach, but then 

stated that “the Pope affirms, in a humble and simple manner, in a note (351) that the 

help of the sacraments may also be given ‘in certain cases’.” He went on to indicate, as 

the footnote does, this refers to both the sacraments of Penance and the Eucharist.34 His 

meaning seemed clear: AL does allow for the divorced and remarried to receive 

Communion under a wider set of circumstances than provided for in Famiaris Consortio 84. 

Just how wide is unclear. We discuss Schönborn’s views further below.  

                                                 

30 Deacon Jim Russell, “Is a ‘Winnipeg Statement’ Lurking in Amoris Laetitia?” www.crisismagazine.com 13 June 2017. 

31 Cardinal Christoph Schönborn, Vatican News Conference on Amoris Laetitia, https://zenit.org/articles/cardinal-
schonborns-intervention-at-presentation-of-amoris-laetitia/ 8 April 2016.   
32 The reference is to AL, N. 3.  
33 The reference is to AL, N. 6.  
34 Cardinal Schonborn, ibid. 

http://www.crisismagazine.com/
https://zenit.org/articles/cardinal-schonborns-intervention-at-presentation-of-amoris-laetitia/
https://zenit.org/articles/cardinal-schonborns-intervention-at-presentation-of-amoris-laetitia/
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Another noted intellectual - mentioned already – who favored the idea of continuity 

between the AL and the FC 84 was Rocco Buttiglione.  Buttiglione maintained that AL’s 

approach to Communion is “perfectly traditional,” and that it is “grafted on a path whose 

foundations were laid by Pope John Paul II.” He says: 

 

Divorce is awful and there can be no sexual acts outside of marriage. This moral 

teaching has not changed. The Pope says that now the divorced and remarried can go 

to confession, starting a path of discernment with the priest. As is done in every 

confession, for every sin, the priest must evaluate whether all the conditions exist 

for a sin to be considered mortal… But neither the morality nor the doctrine on the 

indissolubility of marriage have changed. The pastoral discipline of the Church is 

changing. Until yesterday, for the sin committed by the divorced and remarried, 

there was a presumption of total guilt.35 

 

For Buttiglione, the question was whether a divorced and remarried person unwilling to live 

as brother and sister might be subjectively innocent of mortal sin; if a confessor discerns 

that is the case, Communion could be given. He implied, in his remarks about “presumption 

of total guilt,” that Pope John Paul, in setting down FC 84, did not consider the possibility 

of less than mortal sin. I disagree.   
 

The Church has always been aware of mitigating subjective factors in a sinner that can 

render an otherwise objectively grave sin as a venial sin.36 John Paul, whose writings as a 

philosopher manifested a keen interest in human subjectivity, would have especially been 

aware of such factors.37 As he implied in his encyclical Veritatis Splendor (The Splendor of 

Truth), N. 103, John Paul looked on continence as a realistic expectation subjectively for 

the divorced and remarried.38 If such persons were not ready to commit to it, the 

sacredness of the Sacrament of Matrimony required the standard of no Communion for the 

divorced and remarried to be followed. This would be the case despite the presence of 

mitigating factors.  

 

In other words, I submit that in setting down FC 84 its author quite anticipated the 

approach advanced by Buttiglione, but simply disagreed with the conclusion of that type of 

argument. Therefore, the contention that John Paul and Francis are in continuity fails. AL 

is a rupture with tradition. 

                                                 
35 Rocco Buttiglione, “Amoris Laetitia takes a step,” ibid.  
36 See Catechism of the Catholic Church, Nos. 1793, 1860, 1862, 1863. 
34 See his Apostolic Exhortation Reconciliation and Penance, 1984, N. 17.. 
38 See passage quoted below, p. 21.  
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Unsurprisingly, Cardinal Walter Kasper expressed satisfaction with the exhortation. With 

regard to the admittance of “remarried” divorcees to the sacraments, he stated: “The door 

is open. … There is also some freedom for the individual bishops and bishops’ conferences.” 

He said the German Bishops’ Conference, which favors his thesis, “now has a tailwind.”39 In 

another interview, Kasper said the exhortation “overcomes a rigid casuistic approach and 

gives room for Christian freedom of conscience.”  Admission to the sacraments would 

happen, however, “not as a general law or as a general permission but according a spiritual 

and pastoral discernment judging case by case.40                             

I agree that AL easily serves as a tail-wind for pastors and episcopal conferences 

sympathetic to Kasper’s approach. His remark about conscience overcoming casuistry 

implies he believes some instances of incontinent divorced and remarried people receiving 

Communion would accord with God’s will. That in my view is a plausible interpretation of 

AL, N. 301 discussed above. The difficulty is, as I have argued, it is not consistent with 

Divine Revelation.   

 

Other commentators saw the exhortation as having great implications, both positive and 

negative. In a progressive vein, some, like the Philippine bishops, found that Amoris 

Laetitia opened up broad pastoral latitude:  

 

Let us go out to meet them, as the Pope urges us to, and assure them that at the 

table of sinners at which the All-Holy Lord offers himself as food for the wretched, 

there is always room...This is a disposition of mercy, an openness of heart and of 

spirit that needs no law, awaits no guideline…It can and should happen 

immediately.41 [my emphasis] 

 

One prominent archbishop even called it a “game-changer” that might also be extended to 

same-sex couples receiving Communion.42 There is no doubt that AL was not directly 

sanctioning such broad, one might even say over the top, interpretations. But it was hard 

to deny that such interpretations were inevitable, given AL’s great ambiguity and failure to 

set a precise limit on what was being allowed.  

 

German theologian Eberhard Schockenhoff praised the Pope for his “case-by-case” 

approach to the Communion issue, and for “not any more describing each deviation as 

grave sin.” By so doing, he continued, “the foundation for any general exclusion of the 

                                                 
39 Maike Hickson, “Kasper: Pope intends ‘not to preserve everything as it has been,’” https://onepeterfive.com/ 23 April 
2016. 
40 “Kasper: ‘Seems clear’ exhortation allows Communion for divorced/remarried in some cases,” LifeSiteNews.com 18 April 
2016 referring to interview in The Tablet)       
41 Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines, “Amoris Laetitia in the Jubilee of Mercy,” cbcpnews.com 9 April 2016. 
42 “Cupich: Pope's document on sex, marriage, family life a 'game changer',” Chicago Tribune 9 April 2016. 

https://onepeterfive.com/
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remarried divorcees from Communion is thereby taken away.”43 He seems almost to see the 

emergence of a new pastoral rule of inclusion, despite AL’s disavowal of creating a rule (N. 

300). The pendulum tends to swing.  

  
On the other side of things, there were no shortage of critics. Some questioned its pastoral 

approach as too soft, while others saw a revision of pastoral practice having serious 

implications both pastoral and doctrinal.   

 

Matthew Schmitz objected that Francis’ pastoral approach leaves out “half of the 

Christian tradition.”44 “The love of God is present,” he said, “but the fear of God—the 

terrible knowledge that we are responsible for our souls—is not.” As an examples he und 

found the document distorts the view of St. Thomas Aquinas, citing his teaching about 

the need for a Christian to be agreeable with others but omitting its caveat “ ...unless it 

should be necessary for him for some reason to cause them profitable sadness at some 

time.” [my emphasis] “Truth can sting,” Schmitz commented. “Pope Francis wants to 

soften it, to minimize its assaults…”45  I agree with Schmitz’ insights: something 

fundamental is missing from AL’s pastoral approach. His perception on the mishandling of 

Aquinas’ quote echoes the criticism I noted above, of AL’s mishandling of a quote from 

Vatican II in footnote 329.  

 

Similar to Schmitz, Robert Royal found that “Francis seems more interested in bringing 

people comfort than full conversion to what Christ clearly taught on marriage.”46 Seeing it 

as opening the door for Communion for the divorced and remarried, he worried – in my view 

justifiably - about a slippery slope effect. “It doesn’t take a crystal ball to predict that 

once Communion can be taken by the divorced/remarried in some circumstances, it will 

soon be assumed licit by all.”47  Jesus said, “you know a tree by its fruits (Mt 7:16-20). If 

the fruits are bad, which indiscriminate access to the sacraments is even by AL’s own 

standard (N. 300), then the tree – Chapter 8 - arguably is bad.  

 
In line with what I have already argued, American theologian Eduardo Echeverria found 

Chapter 8 of AL deeply problematic doctrinally, in presenting Church teaching as only an 

ideal rather than a binding norm one must follow here and now.48 This, he said, contradicts 

                                                 
43 Edward Pentin, “Moral Theology and Amoris Laetitia: Some Expert Assessments,” National Catholic Register 22 April 
2016. 

44 “Always Fear, Always Love,” First Things 12 April 2016. 
45 Ibid. 
46 R. Royal, “Beautiful, Moving and Divisive,” https://www.thecatholicthing.org 8 April 2016. 
47 Ibid. 
48 “Chapter 8 of Amoris Laetitia and St. John Paul,” Catholic World Report 9 April 2016. 

https://exlaodicea.wordpress.com/2016/04/10/free-thomas-aquinas/
https://exlaodicea.wordpress.com/2016/04/10/free-thomas-aquinas/
https://exlaodicea.wordpress.com/2016/04/10/free-thomas-aquinas/
https://www.thecatholicthing.org/
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Famiiaris Consortio 84, by implying support for the “gradualness of the law,” a point I 

made earlier. It also “by implication opens the door to a ‘situation ethics.’”49 He contrasted 

AL’s pastoral approach with the one found in St. John Paul’s Veritatis Splendor, illustrated 

by its following text: 

 
Only in the mystery of Christ's Redemption do we discover the “concrete” possibilities of 

man. “It would be a very serious error to conclude... that the Church's teaching is essentially 

only an ‘ideal’ which must then be adapted, proportioned, graduated to the so-called 

concrete possibilities of man, according to a “balancing of the goods in question.” But what 

are the “concrete possibilities of man”? And of which man are we speaking? Of man 

dominated by lust or of man redeemed by Christ? This is what is at stake: the reality of 

Christ's redemption. Christ has redeemed us! This means that he has given us the possibility 

of realizing the entire truth of our being; he has set our freedom free from the domination 

of concupiscence.50 [my emphasis] 

 
I find the above quote of exceptional theological importance. It illustrates how pastorally 

attuned Pope John Paul was to human subjectivity. He simply saw that, because of the 

reality of grace, human beings in their concrete circumstances were in fact subjectively 

capable of choosing the objective good, such as abiding by the Sixth Commandment. Pope 

Francis, regrettably, lacks such confidence. In light of the quotation above, one must ask, 

in AL was the Holy Father unduly considering the “man of concupiscence”? It is hard to 

square AL’s pastoral approach with the doctrine of the Council of Trent, which stated:               

  

[N]o one should say that it is impossible for the just man to keep the commandments of God, 

for that is a rash statement censured with anathema by the Fathers. "For God does not 

command the impossible; but when he commands, he cautions you to do what you can, and 

also to pray for what you cannot do," and he helps you so that you can do it. His 

commandments are not burdensome (John 5:3), his yoke is easy and his burden light (Matt. 

11:30).51    

 

If anyone says that the commandments of God are impossible to observe even for a man who 

is justified and in the state of grace: let him be anathema.52  

 
Similar to my criticism above about AL’s handling of St. Thomas Aquinas, Professor Anthony 

McCarthy said he found “particularly concerning” Paragraph 304, which says general rules 

“cannot provide absolutely for particular situations.” While this might be true in some 

                                                 
49 Ibid. According to situation ethics, made famous by ethicist Joseph Fletcher, there are no universal moral norms, 
nothing is intrinsically wrong; everything depends on the circumstances. 
50 Ibid. His citation is from Veritatis Splendor, n. 103. 
51 Sixth Session, Chapter 11.  
52 Ibid., Canons on Justification, N. 18. 
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circumstances, McCarthy said, “it is certainly not true of negative moral absolutes, such as 

‘Do not commit adultery.’53  

The reaction of a leading critic of the Kasper proposal, Cardinal Raymond Burke, was 

distinctive. He saw the exhortation as essentially the Pope’s personal reflections, rather 

than as a magisterial document at all.54 It must be said that, in AL’s introduction, Pope 

Francis lent some credence to this view in stating “Not all discussions of doctrinal, moral or 

pastoral issues need to be settled by interventions of the magisterium” (N. 3). For Burke, 

whose views I shall examine further below, AL did nothing to alter the binding teaching or 

discipline of the Church. That teaching and discipline, it might be added, is reflected in FC 

84 and Canon Law 915 which bars Communion for those in grave sin.  

On the other hand, by largely devoting an entire chapter of his formal response to the 

much-debated Communion issue raised at two synods, the Pope likely saw AL as indeed a 

magisterial intervention, and one aimed in this case at sanctioning a historic revision in 

pastoral practice.  

 

If anyone had any doubt about how the Pope saw his handiwork in light of its divergent 

reception, Pope Francis was asked, on his flight returning from Greece shortly after AL was 

published, if it contained a "change in discipline that governs access to the sacraments" for 

Catholics who are divorced and remarried. The Pope replied, “I can say yes, period.” But 

saying no more, he referred journalists to the presentation made by Cardinal Schönborn for 

further clarification.55  

As noted above, Schönborn indicated the change of discipline includes access to the 

Eucharist for the divorced and remarried. Interestingly, in answering the question on the 

flight, Francis referred to His Eminence as “a great theologian who knows the doctrine of 

the Church.”56 By characterizing Schönborn’s presentation in that light, it seems clear the 

Holy Father considered AL to be magisterial and no mere personal reflection.  

It is noteworthy that Cardinal Schönborn pushed back against Cardinal Burke’s view 

mentioned above. “This is obviously an act of the magisterium … an authentic teaching 

                                                 
53 Edward Pentin, “Moral Theology and Amoris Laetitia: Some Expert Assessments,” National Catholic Register 22 April 
2016. 
54 Cardinal Raymond Burke, ‘Amoris Laetitia’ and the Constant Teaching and Practice of the Church, National Catholic 
Register 12 April 2016; “Cardinal Burke: Pope’s exhortation not magisterial, can’t change Church teaching,” 
LifeSiteNews.com 11 April 2016. 
55 J.H. Westen, “Pope says Schönborn interpretation on Communion for remarried is the final word,” LifeSiteNews 16 April 
2016. 
56 Ibid. 
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of sacra doctrina,” he stated in an interview.57 His Eminence likely reflected the Holy 

Father’s own outlook.  After all, as mentioned above, Francis considered the Cardinal as 

AL’s authoritative interpreter. Schönborn also took aim against “the intransigent 

moralists,” who, in stressing the “intrinsece malum [intrinsically evil], suppress discussion 

of – by definition complex – circumstances of and situations in life.”58  

 

His comments indicated one of two things. Either he held, and interpreted AL as holding, 

that the practice of living more uxoria is not always wrong for the divorced and remarried, 

something hard to square with Catholic doctrine, as I have explained. Or he held that, 

despite such couples living in a state of objectively grave sin, and not renouncing it, they 

may be admitted to the sacraments, something that wrongly embraces a “gradualness of 

the law” and disrespects the holiness of God.   

 

As for whether AL is magisterial, I am inclined to admit it is, but to stipulate that because 

of its deep flaws it is not binding for the faithful to follow. I would go further: because of 

its flaws, the faithful should not follow it. The faithful should continue to follow the 

Magisterium’s reliable traditional teaching as articulated in FC 84, as indeed various bishops 

have stated since AL was published.59  

 

One of the most interesting AL commentaries came from the Vatican’s watchdog on 

doctrine, Cardinal Gerhard Müller, prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the 

Faith. On the key issue of Communion for the divorced and remarried, he stated, “What 

has been taught by John Paul II in Familiaris Consortio and by Benedict XVI in Sacramentum 

Caritatis is still valid in an unchanged way.” Access to the Eucharist is not allowed, he said. 

So far this is in accord with my own position. Then, to questions about AL seeming to open 

the door to reception, Müller replied:  

 

If Amoris Laetitia intended to rescind such a deeply rooted and such a weighty 

discipline, it would have expressed itself in a clear manner and it would have given 

the reasons for it. However, such a statement with such a meaning is not to be found 

in [Amoris Laetitia]. Nowhere does the pope put into question the arguments of his 

predecessors.60  

                                                 
57 “Cardinal Christoph Schönborn on the demands and joys of love,” America 21 July 2016. 
58 John Kusch, "Amoris Laetitia and John Paul II," onepeterfive.com 11 Aug. 2016.   

59 “Polish bishops’ conference calls civilly-divorced-and-remarried Catholics to ‘true conversion,’ not communion,” 
LifeSiteNews.com 9 June 2017; Archbishop Chaput: “‘Remarried’ Catholics must be abstinent to receive Communion,” 
LifeSiteNews.com 5 July 2016 “Alberta bishops: No Communion for ‘remarried’ Catholics unless they practice continence,” 
LifeSiteNews.com 15 Sept. 2016; “Italian cardinal issues guidelines upholding Catholic tradition on Communion,” 
LifeSiteNews.com 17 Oct. 2017; “Archbishop Sample corrects ‘troublesome misuses’ of Amoris Laetitia,” LifeSiteNews.com 
11 Oct. 2017 

60 Maike Hickson, “Cardinal Müller: Communion Remains Off-Limits for ‘Remarried,’” onepeterfive.com 4 May 2016; 
“Cardinal Müller: Pope’s exhortation does not allow Communion for divorced/remarried.” LifeSiteNews.com 4 May 2016. 
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Müller’s reaction was not dissimilar from Cardinal Burke’s. He seemed to be implying, even 

if in AL the Pope makes certain comments, in footnotes, etc. that go in the direction of 

changing pastoral practice, the form he uses is insufficiently magisterial, and therefore 

cannot be interpreted as more than a personal reflection. As I have stated, my own 

inclination is to see AL as a non-binding magisterial document. I do think His Eminence put 

his finger on some of the deep flaws that make AL an unreliable pastoral guide.   

 

A leading defender of Catholic orthodoxy, Bishop Athanasius Schneider of Kazakhstan, 

found that the exhortation has a number of problematic statements in great need of 

clarification in order to be consistent with Catholic doctrine. He stated that if AL sanctions 

Communion for the divorced and remarried living incontinently, then logically many core 

doctrines would be wrong. For instance,  

 

The sixth Divine Commandment, which prohibits any sexual act that does not take 

place within a valid marriage, would no longer be universally valid, but would admit 

exceptions…. The uncompromising words of Christ commanding men to observe the 

commandments of God always and in all circumstances, and even to take upon 

themselves considerable suffering in order to do so, in other words, to accept the 

Cross, would no longer be valid as absolute truth.61  

 

His Excellency further held that a permissive interpretation of AL would be squarely at odds 

with magisterial teaching as set down in Veritatis Splendor when it states:                                                                 

 

“The negative precepts of the natural law [such as the command against adultery] 

are universally valid. They oblige each and every individual, always and in every 

circumstance. It is a matter of prohibitions which forbid a given action semper et pro 

semper, without exception.”62   

 

As for Schneider’s allegation of AL’s ambiguity, I both agree and disagree. In my view, the 

document is clear enough that it intends to go beyond FC 84, an interpretation confirmed 

by Cardinal Schönborn’s presentation and the Pope’s own airborne comment mentioned 

above. But AL is nevertheless plagued by considerable ambiguity, which is problematic. 

Just how problematic is cogently elaborated by His Excellency: a number of issues of 

doctrinal gravity are left in some doubt by AL, such as those he notes above.  

 

In a public letter a few weeks later, Bishop Schneider was more blunt.63 AL, he contends, is 

                                                 
 
61 “Amoris Laetitia: A Need for Clarification,” onepeterfive.com, 26 April 2016. 
62 Ibid. 
63 “Bishop Athanasius Schneider Replies to The Remnant’s Open Letter on Amoris Laetitia,” The Remnant 2 June 2016. 
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marked not by ambiguity but “objectively erroneous expressions.” Moreover, “the natural 

and logical consequences” of Amoris Laetitia will include 

 

doctrinal confusion, a fast and easy spreading of heterodox doctrines concerning 

marriage and moral law, and also the adoption and consolidation of the praxis of 

admitting divorced and remarried to Holy Communion, a praxis which will trivialize 

and profane, as to say, at one blow three sacraments: the sacrament of Marriage, of 

Penance, and of the Most Holy Eucharist.64   

 

Once again, Schneider succinctly states some of the grave issues generated as a result of 

AL. Note this reference to the three sacraments that I have previously identified as being 

impacted. His concern that the sacraments will be profaned evokes what I have written on    

the danger of AL disrespecting the holiness of God.  

 

A Catholic newspaper reported an interesting, perhaps provocative, critique by an 

unnamed professor of philosophy, who termed AL’s approach as “very Gramscian.” The 

reference is to 20th-century Marxist theorist Antonio Gramsci, who advocated spreading 

Communist ideology by first changing culture. According to this approach, the professor 

stated, “The defiance of traditional orthopraxy is also an attack on orthodoxy, for every 

principled change of practice necessarily entails a change in principles.”65 Such a critique 

suggests a sinister underpinning to AL’s approved change of pastoral practice. I shall return 

to this type of criticism below.  

  

One of the most sobering critiques came from prominent German philosopher Robert 

Spaemann, who found AL a direct contradiction with FC 84 and thus a “rupture” with 

magisterial doctrine rather than being in continuity. To allow Communion for the divorced 

and remarried, without requiring conversion from their sexual relations, is to get ahead of 

the mercy of God, he said, something the Church under these circumstances has no power 

to dispense.66 For reasons already stated, I agree that AL is a rupture. I think the point he 

made about getting ahead of the mercy of God insightful and justified. God loves us first, 

but his mercy is spiritually internalized only when we freely turn to him in repentance.67  

AL sows confusion within the Church, Spaemann lamented. And the implications are grave:  

                                                 
64 Ibid. 
65 E. Pentin, “Expert Assessments,” National Catholic Register, ibid. 
66 “EXKLUSIV: ‘Ein Bruch mit der Lehrtradition’ – Robert Spaemann über Amoris Laetitia,” Interview with Catholic News 
Agency Deutsch 28 April 2016, reported in Letters from the Journal of Robert Moynihan, 28 April 2016. 

67 Catechism of the Catholic Church, Nos. 1468, 1470. 
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The Pope should have known that with such a step he splits the Church and leads her 

toward a schism. This schism would not reside at the periphery, but in the very heart 

of the Church.68  

I agree about the danger of a practical schism. The widely divergent pastoral statements 

that various bishops have produced since AL testifies to this tendency.69  Having confusion 

generated about three sacraments is a deep blow to the Church’s necessary unity in 

essentials.70   

 

Curiously, one leading commentator during the 2015 synod, George Weigel, who disagreed 

that its final report was pro-Kasper, and whose outlook I critiqued in my own study of that 

gathering, was now largely silent on how AL handled the controversy. In one article, he 

only made the benign comment that Francis’ stress on mercy is designed to lead people to 

God’s truth.71 It strikes me that Weigel could no longer defend the Pope from the charge of 

Kasperism.  

 

A theological expert on marriage, Cardinal Carlo Caffarra, took a line not dissimilar from 

cardinals Burke and Müller. The founding head of the Institute on Studies of Marriage and 

the Family established by Pope John Paul II said that the conflicting interpretations bishops 

had given to Amoris Laetitia showed it is ‘objectively unclear.’ In such a case, he said, it 

must be read in harmony with the past Magisterium. “I'm applying a principle of 

interpretation that has always been applied in theology. The uncertain Magisterium is to be 

interpreted in continuity with the previous one.” Therefore, he said, the divorced and 

remarried cannot be admitted to Communion except as provided under FC 84.72  

It will be noted that with his reference to “uncertain Magisterium” His Eminence accepted 

AL as a magisterial document. I’m not sure I agree that AL’s meaning is “objectively 

unclear” about its main conclusion, though it certainly is with its reasoning. I do agree with 

his contention about the past Magisterium’s position, which is certainly abundantly clear, 

being the reliable guide to follow.  

 

                                                 
68 “EXKLUSIV,” ibid. 

69 See E. Pentin: ‘Doctrinal Anarchy’ as Bishops’ Conflicting Positions on Amoris Laetitia Show,” National Catholic Register 
17 June 2017. For pastoral statements favoring a new sacramental discipline, see Maike Hickson, “Belgian Bishops 
Approve of Amoris Laetitia’s Approach to the ‘Remarried’ Divorcees,” onepeterfive.com 31 May 2017; “German bishops 
say the divorced-and-remarried may receive Communion, Catholic News Agency 1 Feb. 2017; “Malta’s bishops allow civilly 
remarried divorcees to receive Communion,” LifeSiteNews.com 13 Jan. 2017; “Guidelines of Buenos Aires bishops on 
divorced/remarried,” Crux 18 Sept. 2016. For pastoral statements upholding the traditional discipline, see above, N. 56.  

70 As St. Augustine of Hippo said, “In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all things, charity.” 
71 “The Merciful Grace of the Truth,” First Things 13 April 2016. 
72 “Amoris Laetitia is ‘objectively unclear’ since even bishops have conflicting interpretations: Cardinal Caffara,” 
LifeSiteNews.com 30 May 2016. 
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Caffarra also warned of the “very grave danger” of the Church effecting a “separation of 

pastoral practice from the doctrine of the faith,”73 a point made by Cardinal Ratzinger in 

his 1998 letter on the Kasper type of pastoral approach.74 Caffarra continued: “The 

alternative to a Church with doctrine is not a more pastoral Church, but an arbitrary Church 

enslaved to the spirit of the age.”75 I share his concern. In a permissive age when so many 

Catholics flout the Church’s doctrine on marriage and sexuality, with couples cohabiting 

outside marriage, contracting civil rather than religious marriages, or divorcing and civilly 

remarrying after sacramental marriages, it seems a legitimate question to ask whether AL’s 

pastoral approach does not reflect a certain defeatism that views the Church’s doctrine as 

just too hard for most Catholics to follow? If so, is that not indeed a capitulation to the 

spirit of the age?  

 

Pope Francis certainly was aware of the controversy that AL had aroused. In June, he 

pushed back against criticism with these comments: 

 

For your own peace of mind, I have to tell you that everything that is written in the 

exhortation [Amoris Laetitia] – and here I refer to the words of a great theologian … 

Cardinal Schönborn, who presented it [Amoris Laetitia] – everything is Thomistic, 

from the beginning to the end. It is sound doctrine. But, so many times, we want it 

to be so that sound doctrine would have a mathematical security which does not, in 

fact, exist – neither in a lax and indulgent way, nor in a stiff and rigid way.76 

 

We see the Holy Father insisting AL is sound doctrine, yet relying once more on Cardinal 

Schönborn’s say-so. By “sound doctrine” Francis does not mean the “stiff and rigid” 

approach of those who will not go beyond FC 84, nor something “lax and indulgent.” He 

takes what he considers something of a middle way. But that means going beyond FC 84, 

something which I have argued is not at all consistent with “sound doctrine.”  

 

In a June homily, the Pope was even more adamant.  

It is not Catholic (to say) ‘or this or nothing:’ This is not Catholic, this is 

heretical. Jesus always knows how to accompany us, he gives us the ideal, he 

accompanies us towards the ideal, He frees us from the chains of the law’s rigidity 

and tells us: ‘But do that up to the point that you are capable.’ And he understands 

us very well. He is our Lord and this is what he teaches us.77 

                                                 
73 Ibid. 
74 “Concerning Some Objections...” ibid.   
75 “Amoris objectively unclear,” ibid. 
76 M. Hickson, “Pope Francis Praises Amoris Laetitia as Sound Doctrine,” onepeterfive.com 20 June 2016, citing “Papst: 

‘Amoris laetitia’ steht auf dem Boden kirchlicher Lehre,” kath.net 17 June 2016. 
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With these comments, the pontiff slammed AL critics for whom a violation of FC 84 is a 

black and white issue. Such criticism, he averred, is not only “rigid,” it is “heretical;” a 

stunning, even over the top, claim. We see how much he relied on the notion of “the 

ideal,” which as I have argued is a cover for compromising on doctrine. In how he ascribed 

Christ’s expectation, moreover, he seemed to insist that a divorced and remarried person 

who decides to have sexual relations, feeling incapable of doing refraining from the ideal of 

continence, could be doing God’s will. That is tantamount to excusing sin, something Our 

Lord never does in the New Testament. To the contrary, in Matthew’s passage on fraternal 

correction (18:15-17), Jesus is peremptory about the need to repent. In the Gospel that 

most emphasizes God’s mercy, Luke, Jesus repeatedly calls for repentance (5:32; 10:13; 

11:32; 15:7-10; 16:30; 17:3-4; 24:47), even warning that people will perish if they do not 

repent (Lk 12:5). Mercy and conversion from sin go hand in hand.   

 

As for Francis’ put-down of a “or this or nothing” approach, when God says “I have set 

before you life and death…. Choose life” (Dt 30:19), isn’t that “or this or nothing”? As the 

Catechism says, based on several Scriptural references: “[I]t is now, in this life, that we are 

offered the choice between life or death, and it is only by the road of conversion that we 

can enter the Kingdom, from which one is excluded by grave sin” (N. 1470). 

In July a group of 45 Catholic theologians, academics and pastors disclosed they had sent an 

appeal to all Cardinals and Eastern Church Patriarchs, to ask the Holy Father, in their 

capacity as his advisors, to “repudiate a list of erroneous propositions that can be drawn 

from a natural reading of the post-synodal Apostolic Exhortation Amoris Laetitia.” 

 

The group listed nineteen such propositions. A spokesman said,  

 

We are not accusing the pope of heresy, but we consider that numerous propositions 

in Amoris laetitia can be construed as heretical upon a natural reading of the text. 

Additional statements would fall under other established theological censures, such 

as scandalous, erroneous in faith, and ambiguous, among others.78   

 

The group of priests and scholars requested that Pope Francis repudiate the errors listed in 

their document “in a definitive and final manner, and to authoritatively state that Amoris 

laetitia does not require any of them to be believed or considered as possibly true.”79  

Among the doctrines that AL passages seem to conflict with is “the real possibility with the 

grace of God of obeying all the commandments.” According to the group’s press release,  

                                                 
78 Theologians & Scholars Formally Request Correction of Amoris Laetitia,” onepeterfive.com 11 July 2016.  
79 Ibid. 
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The document also argues that the exhortation undermines the Church’s teaching 

that divorced and civilly remarried Catholics who have made no commitment to 

continence cannot be admitted to the sacraments while they remain in that state.80   

 

In pleading their case for papal clarification, the group stated that “The official character 

of Amoris laetitia enables it to pose a grave danger to the faith and morals of Catholics.”81  

They said the pastoral danger remained even if AL can be considered non-magisterial but 

only a personal reflection, since many Catholic will nevertheless consider it as magisterial.  

 

The group believed AL is in fact magisterial, yet not infallible. They said “no infallible 

teaching is contained in Amoris laetitia, since none of its statements satisfy the strict 

requirements for an infallible definition.”82  Furthermore, the lack of “accurate formulation 

and proper legal form” in AL’s statements meant that, strictly speaking, Catholics do not 

owe them “religious submission of mind and will,”83 though many Catholics will not readily 

realize this.  

 

The group continued:  

The problem with Amoris laetitia is not that it has imposed legally binding rules that 

are intrinsically unjust or authoritatively taught binding teachings that are false. The 

document does not have the authority to promulgate unjust laws or to require assent 

to false teachings, because the Pope does not have the power to do these things. 

The problem with the document is that it can mislead Catholics into believing what 

is false and doing what is forbidden by divine law.84   

  
Of the 19 AL statements the group found problematic, 11 potentially could be understood 

as heretical, the rest being errors in faith or otherwise false. Two examples of heresy 

follow.  

 

1. The group took issue with the pastoral approach on Eucharistic reception indicated in 

N. 308. The Pope’s text they found problematic is:                                                                                                     

 

I understand those who prefer a more rigorous pastoral care which leaves no room for 

confusion. But I sincerely believe that Jesus wants a Church attentive to the goodness which 

the Holy Spirit sows in the midst of human weakness, a Mother who, while clearly expressing 

her objective teaching, “always does what good she can, even if in the process, her shoes 

get soiled by the mud of the street.” 

                                                 
80 Ibid.  
81 “Theological censures against AL revealed,” onepeterfive.com 27 July 2016. 
82 Ibid. 
83 The reference to “religious submission of mind and will” is to the teaching of the Second Vatican Council, Dogmatic 
Constitution Lumen gentium, N. 25 on the degrees of deference Catholics owe to various teachings of the Holy Father.   
84 “Theological censures,” Ibid.  
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According to the group, the statement could be considered as not only “heretical,” but 

“scandalous,” “faulty,” “perverse,” “impious” and “blasphemous” IF understood in the 

following way: 

If understood as meaning that Our Lord Jesus Christ wills that the Church abandon 

her perennial discipline of refusing the Eucharist to the divorced and remarried and 

of refusing absolution to the divorced and remarried who do not express contrition 

for their state of life and a firm purpose of amendment with regard to it.  

In defence of their judgment, the group principally cited 1 Cor 11:27: “Whosoever shall eat 

this bread, or drink the chalice of the Lord unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and of 

the blood of the Lord.”85  

 

2. The scholars also found that AL’s interpretation of St. Thomas Aquinas, in N. 304, 

could be understood heretically. The text the group identified is:   

                                                                                

I earnestly ask that we always recall a teaching of Saint Thomas Aquinas and learn to 

incorporate it in our pastoral discernment: “Although there is necessity in the general 

principles, the more we descend to matters of detail, the more frequently we encounter 

defects… In matters of action, truth or practical rectitude is not the same for all, as to 

matters of detail, but only as to the general principles; and where there is the same 

rectitude in matters of detail, it is not equally known to all… The principle will be found to 

fail, according as we descend further into detail”. It is true that general rules set forth a 

good which can never be disregarded or neglected, but in their formulation, they cannot 

provide absolutely for all particular situations.  

 

This is a paragraph I have previously identified as being problematic. The group wrote: 

 

Understood as meaning that moral principles and moral truths contained in divine 

revelation and in the natural law do not include negative prohibitions that absolutely 

forbid particular kinds of action under any and all circumstances: Haeretica, sacrae 

Scripturae contraria  (“Heretical, against Sacred Scripture”).86  

 

Relevant references from Scripture and Magisterium were then supplied.  (Ibid.) 

 

It should be noted: The group did not assert that AL 308 and 304 are heretical, only that 

they might naturally understood in a heretical sense, hence the need for papal intervention 
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to clarify these passages does not imply the stated heresies. In other words, His Holiness 

should effectively clarify that N. 308 does no abrogate the Church’s perennial discipline 

regarding Eucharistic access for the divorce and remarried, and that N. 304 does not 

authorize any exception to the Sixth Commandment’s prohibition against adultery.  

 

One other problematic text the group identified in Chapter 8 is in N. 297: ‘No one can be 

condemned for ever, because that is not the logic of the Gospel!’ The group said this is 

heresy “if understood as meaning that no human being can or will be condemned to eternal 

punishment in hell.” They cited Mt 25:46 and many authoritative documents.87   

It seems hard to reconcile that statement of AL statement with Catholic doctrine. It raises 

the question: Could Francis possibly subscribe to the heresy of universalism (reflected in 

the proposition above), according to which everyone eventually goes to heaven? If so, could 

that help explain why his message of mercy – certainly the leitmotif of his pontificate - 

tends to be soft on God’s judgment and the urgency of repentance? Could that underlie the 

pastoral approach he takes in AL? These are troubling questions, but not illogical.  

I find the group of priests and scholars were measured and exact in identifying and 

analyzing the above three statements, and sixteen others, that contain false 

understandings of the Catholic faith that AL texts lend themselves to. At the very least, the 

group made a compelling case for AL’s serious ambiguity.   

 

In August, the distinguished philosopher Josef Seifert published a long journal essay on 

Amoris Laetitia.88 Much of the essay was devoted to the Communion controversy. Siefert 

found that “some formulations used in AL seem dangerously ambiguous, cry out for 

clarification” while “others I consider clearly wrong and I think ought to be revoked by the 

Holy Father himself.”   

It is hard to deny that AL contains teachings or at least formulations that, taken in 

their literal and obvious sense, directly contradict the Gospel, Veritatis Splendor and 

the constant tradition and teaching of the Church and therefore should not only be 

clarified but revoked.89  

 

Seifert proceeded to identify a number of such highly problematic AL texts, in many cases 

covering the same territory as the 45 academics discussed above. He considered these 
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matters so serious that the Church must remedy them “to avoid schism and to avoid heresy 

and to avoid the complete split in the Church.”90      

  

Siefert’s essay adds further weight to the assessment that AL contains serious 

misstatements that call for clarification, at the very least. The failure to clarify, if not 

altogether withdraw such statements in order to uphold the teaching of the Church, would 

arguably display culpable negligence in deterring heresies that many such misstatements 

lend themselves to. Such a failure would by its nature foment a practical schism. I concur 

with the gist of Seifert’s criticism.  

 

In his essay, Seifert usefully examined four interpretations that have been given to AL, as 

to which couples in “irregular situations,” entailing divorced and remarried Catholics who 

are not committed to continence, should be admitted to the sacraments “without 

repentance and will to change their life”:  

 

1. No “irregular couples” at all?  

2. All “irregular couples”?  

3. Some, carefully examined, couples in irregular situations?  

4. “Irregular couples” who have not celebrated marriage in the Church but only 

entered a “marriage of conscience,” which AL for the first time in the history of the 

Church permits and recognizes?91    

 

He excluded Interpretation #2 as a legitimate interpretation, but strongly believes that 

because some Catholic leaders more or less adopted it (he mentions the Philippine 

bishops), Pope must urgently make clear it is not valid. He lamented that the Holy Father’s 

silence hitherto encouraged such an egregious misinterpretation.  

 

Siefert said Interpretation #1 is the traditional approach, reflected in FC 84. He mentions 

this is the approach of Cardinal Burke. In a certain way, he agreed:  

 

[A] biblically justified sacramental discipline and doctrine of the Church, in force for 

2000 years, that includes the ban on receiving the Holy Sacrament of the Eucharist 

and sacramental absolution without reversal of one’s way of life, cannot have 

effectively been changed by a few casual and unclear sentences in AL…. The 

sacramental discipline has not changed, because it was presented repeatedly by the 

                                                 
90 “Top philosopher: Pope must revoke ‘objectively heretical’ statements to avoid schism,” LifeSiteNews.com 21 Sept. 
2016, reporting on interview with Gloria.TV.   
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magisterium of the Church as part and result of the unchangeable truth of 

revelation.92   

 

For Siefert, however, even if a change of discipline is impermissible, it remained clear that 

Pope Francis’ intent certainly was to change the discipline. Interpretation #3 best 

represents his outlook. He summarized that position on who should be admitted to the 

sacraments:  

 

Some few (or many) “irregular” couples, who live in objectively sinful situations - 

only after a personal exam of conscience to determine (with the help of a priest or 

alone) whether they are subjectively speaking committing serious sins.93  

 

Following my analysis of AL above, I concur with Seifert’s assessment: this is the position 

Pope Francis takes. Seifert offers various objections to this pastoral approach, such as the 

likelihood of sacrilege, the disregard of Scripture’s solemn warnings about adultery and 

unworthy reception of the Eucharist, and the overlooking of spiritual Communion. All of 

these are valid points, with the first and last adding to my own criticism. 

 

Regarding Interpretation 4, Seifert conceded that in theory Canon Law could be changed to 

allow couples to decide in conscience if their first marriage was valid, and in cases of 

nullity regard their second union as sacramental, hence creating no obstacle to sacramental 

reception. But he found numerous reasons why that would not be a good approach. In any 

case, it would clearly be impermissible under current Church law, which AL said it did not 

intend to change (N. 300).  

 

In September, the bishops of the Buenos Aires region of Argentina issued a directive on how 

to interpret Chapter 8 of AL.  They supported the possibility of proposing continence to the 

divorced and remarried. However, they also said, there can be “complex circumstances,” 

“and when it is not possible to obtain a declaration of nullity,” when continence “may not, 

in fact, be feasible.” Then it is “possible to undertake a journey of discernment.”94  

 

According to the directive, if one arrives at the recognition that, in a particular case, there 

are limitations that diminish responsibility and culpability (cf. 301-302), particularly when a 

person judges that he would fall into a subsequent fault by damaging the children of the 

new union, Amoris Laetitia opens up the possibility of access to the sacraments of 

Reconciliation and the Eucharist.95  

                                                 
92 Ibid., 175.  
93 Ibid., 181. 
94 “Guidelines of Buenos Aires bishops on divorced/remarried,” Crux 18 Sept. 2016. 
95 Ibid.  
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In other words, there are some circumstances where even though the person does not 

commit to practicing continence, they may be admitted to Holy Communion. The bishops 

mentioned the context, “when it is not possible to obtain a declaration of nullity.” It is 

unclear how wide that context is. Do they mean not possible to get it readily? Does it 

extend to cases where an annulment was rejected? Does it refer to cases where practical 

impediments exist to seeking annulment, yet a person feels subjectively certain their first 

marriage was not valid?  It is a weakness that the bishops were not more specific.  

 

The main kind of circumstance the bishops had in mind seems to be when, if the person 

practices continence, their partner might be tempted to seek relations elsewhere, which 

could jeopardize their relationship and potentially harm their children. It does not seem 

clear whether they saw the situation as a valid excuse for sexual relations - their mention 

that continence is “not feasible” suggests this, or whether those relations are less than 

grave sin due because the circumstances “diminish responsibility and culpability.” The first 

possibility is more seriously problematic, but as I have argued the second is not sufficient 

grounds for replacing the standard on Communion access set by FC 84.  

 

What was so noteworthy about the position of these Argentine bishops is that their fellow 

Argentine, Pope Francis, sent them a note of strong affirmation. Their document, he said, 

is “a true example of accompaniment for the priests.” It is “very good and completely 

explains the meaning of chapter VIII of Amoris Laetitia. There are no other 

interpretations.”96   

 

What conclusions can be drawn from the Pope’s letter? I see four, based upon the 

document that he endorses.  

 
1.  Without any doubt, Francis intends with AL to broaden the discipline for receiving 

Communion beyond FC 84.  

2. Interpretations that are either stricter (Cardinal Burke et al.) or more lenient 

(Philippine bishops et al.) are not correct, though this conclusion is contradicted by other 

facts.97  

                                                 
96 “Pope: ‘No other interpretation’ of Amoris Laetitia than allowing communion for divorced/remarried in some cases,” 
LifeSiteNews.com 9 Sept. 2016. The pope’s letter was confirmed by Vatican Radio, “Pope endorses Argentine bishops' 
document on Amoris Laetitia,” 12 Sept. 2016. It was also subsequently published on the Vatican website: 
https://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/es/letters/2016/documents/papa-francesco_20160905_regione-pastorale-
buenos-aires.html 
97 For example, papal support for the rather lax line taken by the Maltese bishops was implied in their guidelines being 
published by the Vatican’s own newspaper l’Osservatore Romano. See “Vatican newspaper publishes Maltese bishops’ 
guidelines endorsing Communion for ‘remarried,’” LifeSiteNews.com 13 Jan. 2017. AL itself (N. 3) seems quite comfortable 
with different episcopal conferences taking different approaches.  
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3. It is unclear what kind of annulment status is required to allow admission to the 

sacraments for those not committed to continence.  

4. It remained unclear if the pastoral acceptance to admit an incontinent divorced and 

remarried person to the Eucharist is because sexual relations are morally justified, or 

because the incontinence in such a case is not gravely sinful.98  

 

In summary, the Pope’s enthusiastic support for the Argentine bishops only seemed to prove 

that, beyond clear evidence for going beyond FC 84, the pastoral approach he and they 

approved was mired in ambiguity. If anyone had concerns about how AL’s Kasperite 

approach on Communion was supposed to be applied, they likely were not allayed.  

 

 

The Debate Continues: November through March  
 

In November, Cardinal Walter Kasper wrote an article on AL.  He saw AL as a “paradigm 

shift” that allows for “a changed pastoral practice.”  

 

A paradigm shift does not change the previous teaching; it moves the teaching 

nonetheless into a larger context. So Amoris laetitia does not change an iota in the 

Church’s teaching, and yet it still changes everything. The paradigm shift 

entails Amoris laetitia taking the step from a legal morality towards the virtue ethics 

of Thomas Aquinas.99   

 

This is how Kasper saw that virtue ethics:   

 

In the practical field, the objective norms are always incomplete, since they can 

never take into account all concrete circumstances. The application therefore does 

not occur through compelling logical deduction, but through the virtue of 

prudence.  …[T]the norm cannot be applied mechanically to every situation.100  

 

He saw John Paul’s “concession” to allow Communion if a divorced and remarried couple 

act as brother and sister “shows that there is scope for the concrete pastoral consequences 

of the dogmatic principle.” He saw AL as exploring this scope further.  

 

Kasper was correct that the norm laid down in FC 84 regarding Communion is not a matter 

                                                 
98 The confusion is found within AL itself. Its Footnote 329 appears to justify incontinence, while Nos. 301-302 suggest 

“mitigating factors” are at play so as to diminish the gravity of sin. 
99 “For Card. Kasper, Amoris laetitia allows for new pastoral practices,” Catholic News Agency 28 Oct. 2016. 

100 Walter Kasper, “Amoris Laetitia: Break or Awakening?” Stimmen der Zeit November 2016, trans. Google.  
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of a logical deduction, but a prudential judgment. But for 2,000 years that prudential 

judgement has been that the traditional practice best reflects the demands of Divine 

Revelation. It might be submitted, as various AL critics have, that any proposed change in 

practice would require a careful theological exposition, which AL fails to do in a coherent 

way.  

 

Kasper’s reference to “Thomistic virtue ethics” evokes AL 304, a section that I and others 

have indicated is deficient. A major difficulty with both AL and Kasper’s remarks is that 

they easily imply exceptions to moral norms such as the prohibition of adultery, whereas 

for Aquinas such a norm, found in both Divine and Natural Law, is exceptionless.101  For 

Aquinas, when it comes to adultery prudence has no wiggle room to allow exceptions; it 

can only discern “this is or is not adultery.” If it is, the law against adultery applies. Kasper 

was therefore incorrect to contrast Aquinas with “legal morality.” The fact AL does not 

discuss adultery, or condemn incontinence between the divorced and remarried, has 

justifiably led to objections to its moral ambiguity.  

 

Interestingly, for Kasper, “The prudence inspired by love and mercy,” which he finds AL 

reflects, “does not raise the words of the gospel about adultery (Matthew 5:31, 19, 3-12 

parr.).”102 But what did he mean by that? Likely he meant that the teaching about adultery 

is an ideal, but not a norm that demands conformity here and now. As I have shown 

previously, such an outlook is defective in its understanding of both Revelation and 

morality, and seems to unacceptably excuse the practice of adultery.   

 

In his article, Kasper proceeded to a discussion of the distinction between objectively grave 

sin and culpability. It seemed that Kasper was not denying that sex between a couple when 

one or both is married to someone else constitutes adultery. His view was that, at any rate, 

the practice of adultery, because it may not subjectively be grave sin, does not constitute 

an insuperable barrier to the reception of Holy Communion. 103 As explained above, for John 

Paul II in FC 84, the barrier to reception was soundly based not on a judgment about 

subjective mortal sin but on the sanctity of marriage and the holiness of the Eucharist. 

Kasper’s outlook lacked due respect for those sacraments.  

 

In November, the drama over AL heightened considerably. It was revealed that a group of 

four traditional-minded cardinals – Burke, Meisner, Caffarra, and Brandmüller - had written 

to the Pope in September, formally requesting that he address the confusion over the 

interpretations of Chapter 8. Using a customary method of seeking papal clarification, the 

                                                 
101 Summa Theologiae I-II, q. 100, a. 8. 
102 Walter Kasper, ibid. 
103 Ibid.  
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cardinals presented the Holy Father with five dubia (doubts) which would need only a 

simple yes or no to each one.104 They are: 

 

1. It is asked whether, following the affirmations of Amoris Laetitia (300-305), it has now 

become possible to grant absolution in the sacrament of penance and thus to admit to 

holy Communion a person who, while bound by a valid marital bond, lives together with a 

different person more uxorio without fulfilling the conditions provided for by Familiaris 

Consortio, 84, and subsequently reaffirmed by Reconciliatio et Paenitentia, 34, and 

Sacramentum Caritatis, 29. Can the expression “in certain cases” found in Note 351 

(305) of the exhortation Amoris Laetitia be applied to divorced persons who are in a 

new union and who continue to live more uxorio? 

2. After the publication of the post-synodal exhortation Amoris Laetitia (304), does one still 

need to regard as valid the teaching of St. John Paul II’s encyclical Veritatis Splendor, 

79, based on sacred Scripture and on the Tradition of the Church, on the existence of 

absolute moral norms that prohibit intrinsically evil acts and that are binding without 

exceptions? 

3. After Amoris Laetitia (301) is it still possible to affirm that a person who habitually lives 

in contradiction to a commandment of God’s law, as for instance the one that prohibits 

adultery (Matthew 19:3-9), finds him or herself in an objective situation of grave 

habitual sin (Pontifical Council for Legislative Texts, “Declaration,” June 24, 2000)? 

4. After the affirmations of Amoris Laetitia (302) on “circumstances which mitigate moral 

responsibility,” does one still need to regard as valid the teaching of St. John Paul II’s 

encyclical Veritatis Splendor, 81, based on sacred Scripture and on the Tradition of the 

Church, according to which “circumstances or intentions can never transform an act 

intrinsically evil by virtue of its object into an act ‘subjectively’ good or defensible as a 

choice”? 

5. After Amoris Laetitia (303) does one still need to regard as valid the teaching of St. John 

Paul II’s encyclical Veritatis Splendor, 56, based on sacred Scripture and on the Tradition 

of the Church, that excludes a creative interpretation of the role of conscience and that 

emphasizes that conscience can never be authorized to legitimate exceptions to absolute 

moral norms that prohibit intrinsically evil acts by virtue of their object?105 

 

It will be seen that only one deals directly with the issue of FC 84, i.e., whether it is 

permissible to admit to Holy Communion civilly divorced and remarried persons, who live as 

husband and wife (more uxorio) rather than as brother or sister. The remaining four 

pertain, in one way or another, to moral doctrine and are connected in one way or other 

with the question of the intrinsic moral evil of adultery. These four all reference John 

                                                 
104 E. Pentin, “Four Cardinals Formally Ask Pope for Clarity on ‘Amoris Laetitia,’” National Catholic Register 14 Nov. 2016. 

105 E. Pentin, “Full Text and Explanatory Notes of Cardinals’ Questions on ‘Amoris Laetitia,’” National Catholic Register 14 
Nov. 2016. 
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Paul’s encyclical Veritatis Splendor, widely viewed as one the greatest magisterial 

documents of his pontificate.106                                                                                          

 

Speaking about the dubia, Cardinal Burke said the four cardinals decided to make them 

public, after learning that the Pope had decided not to respond. He said the four 

signatories of the dubia read “his sovereign decision as an invitation to continue the 

reflection and the discussion, calmly and with respect.” Burke said the matter concerned 

good of the whole Church and its unity. He also indicated the lack of papal response to the 

request for censuring nineteen propositions made by 45 academics and pastors was a 

factor.107  

 

His Eminence underlined the respect the cardinals have for the Holy Father and the fervent 

hope they maintain for his response. He noted that “Pope Francis has called for candid 

speech in the Church a number of times… We are being candid, with the fullest respect for 

the office of the Holy Father.”108   

                                                                                

Burke did indicate the kind of responses he hoped the dubia would elicit: 

 

It would contradict the Faith if any Catholic, including the Pope, said that a person can 

receive Holy Communion without repenting of grave sin, or that living in a marital way with 

someone who is not his or her spouse is not a state of grave sin, or that there is no such 

thing as an act that is always and everywhere evil and can send a person to perdition.109  

 

The five dubia questions seemed fair, and in light of all the controversy, varying 

interpretations and confusion, it would seem helpful for the Pope to provide a simple yes or 

no to the questions. But if he were to answer them, would it be yes or no? For the cardinals 

themselves, we know their answers: no to No. 1, yes to all the others. In light of what the 

Pope already indicated on his flight from Greece and in his letter to the Argentine bishops,    

his “yes” to Question 1 would be the honest answer, which would of course only confirm 

the worries of the dubia authors. 

 

It would be unsurprising if Francis were to say “yes” to Question 3; it would not be 

inconsistent with AL to agree with adultery being objectively grave sin, though using such 

language would likely not be his cup of tea!    

                                                 
106 Pope Emeritus Benedict said he considered Veritatis Splendor one of the most important of his predecessor’s fourteen 
encyclicals. “Benedict XVI: I Knew during his life that John Paul II was a saint,” National Catholic Register, 23 April 2014. 
107 Pentin, “Four Cardinals,” ibid. 

108 “Exclusive Interview: Cardinal Burke Explains Plea to Pope for Clarity,” catholicaction.org 14 Nov. 2016. 
109 Ibid.  
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I’m not sure Francis could honestly give a “yes” to Questions, 2, 4, and 5. As I have tried to 

show, AL is ambiguous in these areas, and I wonder if the pontiff did not prefer it that way. 

Of course, were he to fail to answer “yes” to all three questions, he would thereby provide 

evidence he holds there are possible exceptions to the prohibition of adultery. I consider it 

unlikely that the Holy Father would volunteer such evidence. It would hand his critics too 

much ammunition about a pope teaching error - which in fact he would be.  

 

Asked what the Cardinals would do if the Pope did not reply, Burke answered:  

 

“There is, in the Tradition of the Church, the practice of correction of the Roman 

Pontiff. It is something that is clearly quite rare. But if there is no response to these 

questions, then I would say that it would be a question of taking a formal act of 

correction of a serious error.”110 

 
Another dubia author, Cardinal Walter Brandmüller, clarified that any correction would 

first be done in private.111  

                                                                                                

Burke is correct that a pope can err; most of his teaching does not exercise the divine 

charism of infallibility. I provide examples below of when popes have erred.  

 

To what “serious error” in need of correction does Burke refer above? Seemingly, the 

failure to uphold truth and condemn falsehood would constitute serious error. It is hard to 

argue with that position. Confusion about what the Church believes serves no one, and 

there is abundant evidence of confusion as a result of AL.  

 

Perhaps a later interview he did also sheds light on Burke’s perspective, in which His 

Eminence indicates the very ambiguity of AL’s Chapter 8 is unacceptable: 

 

The reason for its ambiguity, it seems to me, is to give latitude to a practice which 

has never been admitted in the Church, namely the practice of permitting people 

who are living publicly in grave sin to receive the Sacraments.112     

                                                                                                                                        

With such a comment, Burke seemed to go beyond his initial explanation of the dubia. He 

now seems to ascribe intentionality in AL’s ambiguity, a serious charge. We may recall the 

                                                 
110 E. Pentin, “Cardinal Burke on Amoris Laetitia Dubia: ‘Tremendous Division’ Warrants Action,” National Catholic Register 
15 Nov. 2016.  

111 Andrea Tornielli, "Any fraternal correction proposed to the Pope must be presented in camera caritatis,” 
lastampa.it/2016/12/ 27.eng 27 Dec. 2016 

 
112 “Cardinal Burke: ‘No, I am not saying that Pope Francis is in heresy,’” Catholic World Report 19 Dec. 2016. 
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comments of the unnamed critic who saw AL as a Gramscian kind of effort to ultimately 

change doctrine by first changing pastoral practice. Burke’s comment does not go that far, 

but does raise the issue of an overarching papal game plan. We recall also the comment 

that his Argentine friend, Archbishop Fernández, made about how this pope aiming at 

“deep” and “irreversible” changes.  
 

Within a few days of the dubia news, Pope Francis signaled his displeasure with 

traditionalist criticism of AL. Without naming anyone specifically, Francis accused such 

critics of “a certain legalism, which can be ideological… Some continue to not 

understand,” Francis said. They think it’s “black and white, even if in the flux of  life 

you must discern.”113     

                                                                                           

It was hard to imagine the Pope’s comments did not encompass the dubia cardinals. We see 

him once more eschewing a “black and white” approach.114 In the context of the dubia, it 

seemed very unlikely Francis would ever give a yes or no answer to the questions posed. His 

remarks also implied he was quite comfortable with the ambiguity of AL, despite the 

appeal for clarity from the dubia cardinals and others like Josef Seifert and the 45 scholars.  

 

That is an important conclusion. As I have tried to explain in some detail, AL is seriously 

deficient in its ambiguity, and the ambiguity touches the gravest of matters, heresy. A 

papal clarification, if not also correction, is entirely warranted. As I have also argued, the 

failure of Pope Francis to remedy the situation would leave him open to the charge of 

negligence in dealing with matters of heresy. Yet the November, 2016 comments of the 

Holy Father suggest he may have no intention to address AL’s ambiguity. That at the very 

least would seem to put him on a collision course with leading critics such as dubia 

cardinals.   

 

These same papal comments are still more consequential. For they suggest that AL’s 

ambiguity was, at some level, not accidental but intentional, just as Cardinal Burke had 

speculated.    

 

What can be said of the papal charge of “legalism” against AL critics? I find it rings hollow. 

Concern over the issue of Communion for the divorced and remarried is not legalism, but is 

based on respect for Catholic dogma, Divine Revelation and the holiness of God. Cardinal 

Burke answered the charge well:  

 

                                                 
113 Inés San Martin, “Pope fires back at critics over ‘Amoris’, ecumenical outreach.” Crux 18 Nov. 2016.   
114 See AL, N. 305.  
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These are questions that have to do with the natural moral law and the fundamental 

teaching of the Gospel. To be attentive to that teaching is hardly legalism. In fact, it is, as 

Our Lord Himself taught us, the way of perfection to which we’re called.115                                                                                                                          

 

Shortly after the Pope’s remarks just mentioned, a close confidante of his and an AL 

defender, Fr. Antonio Spadaro, SJ, wrote an op-ed for CNN pushing back against the idea 

that the dubia cardinals deserved a papal response. He maintained, firstly, that no answers 

were needed, since already “during the Synod [on the family], all of the necessary 

responses were given and more than once.”116 But what exactly were those responses? 

Spadaro’s studied vagueness hardly respected the breadth and depth of concerns that AL 

had generated.  

 

Furthermore, Spadaro said, “everything which touches the lives of people should not be 

resolved in the abstract.”117 He seemed to imply that matters of doctrine are unrelated to 

people’s lives. That is certainly not the approach of Scripture.  In fact, it is in the “pastoral 

epistles” that Paul most emphasizes the importance of “sound doctrine”118 and the danger 

of “false doctrine.”119    

 

The eminent Jesuit also questioned “those who ask questions in order to create difficulty 

and division.”120 Such was an unfair blow against prelates whose love for the Church should 

have been unquestioned. Their questions were entirely legitimate, and the widespread 

confusion surrounding AL amply demonstrated the need for clarification.   

 

In a separate effort to defend AL, Fr. Spadaro made problematic remarks that can easily be 

interpreted as suggesting prudence might in some cases discern the objective moral 

goodness of an act of incontinence by a divorced and remarried person: 

 

The moral justice of a particular concrete act includes, inseparably, the search for 

the objective norm which I must apply to the complexity of my case, as well as the 

the virtue of prudence, which disposes us to discern in every circumstance our true good. 

It is in function of who I am and the context in which I find myself that prudential judgement 

seeks, judges, chooses that which seems just and right in a concrete case.121    

               

                                                 
115 Cardinal Burke: ‘No, I am not saying that Pope Francis is in heresy,’” Catholic World Report 19 Dec. 2016. 

116 “Fr. Antonio Spadaro: An open and interesting debate,” CNN 28 Nov. 2016. 
117 Ibid.  
118 See. 2 Tim 4:3, Titus 1:9, 2:1. 
119 See 1Tim 1:3; cf. reference to heresy in Titus 3:10.       
120 Fr. Spadaro,  ibid.  
121 Austen Ivereigh, “Jesuit close to pope says attacks on ‘Amoris’ are ‘part of the process’,” Crux 4 Dec. 2016. 
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Here we again see the problem of someone trying to find prudence wiggle room to do evil, 

wiggle room that does not exist in this case, and which only ends up calling evil of adultery 

good. Isaiah 5:20 warns again.  

 

In a long piece, Austen Ivereigh goes much further than Spadaro in criticizing the dubia 

cardinals. He maintains that “the critiques [of AL] have crossed a frontier into a territory 

marked “dissent”. 

 

Dissent, to be clear, is not the same as disagreement … Dissent is, essentially, to 

question the legitimacy of a pope’s rule. It is to cast into doubt that the 

development of the Church under this Successor of St. Peter is a fruit of the action 

of the Holy Spirit.122                    

 

In my judgment, Iverleigh’s broadside is over the top, especially with respect to the four 

cardinals. These eminent churchmen have respectfully asked the Holy Father for 

clarification on the true meaning of AL, which he has not provided in response. They have 

not at all questioned the legitimacy of Francis’ rule. Burke has insisted, “I am not saying 

that Pope Francis is in heresy.”123                                                                                                      

 

In addition, Ivereigh seems to wrongly presume the pastoral decisions of a pope are 

necessarily guided by the Holy Spirit. The critics essentially question AL because of its 

pastoral decision to change sacramental discipline with respect to the divorced and 

remarried. Popes can be wrong on pastoral decisions; the charism of infallibility pertains to 

teaching (and then not to every instance) rather than pastoral rule or governance.124 It 

would therefore not at all be wrong for those learned in theology, such as the four 

cardinals, to respectfully question a Pope’s pastoral decision to change long-standing 

sacramental discipline.     

 

In a much different vein, Fr. Mark Pilon insightfully commented that Francis should have 

known he’d enter “dangerous waters” by any decision to “drastically alter the sacramental 

discipline of the church.” The decision has understandably led to turmoil. “Now,” he said, 

“four cautious and conscientious churchmen have openly sought a solution to all this 

turmoil.” Echoing a comment we read from Josef Seifert, Pilon wrote that for the Pope to 

remain silent is “dangerous” and risks “practical schism.”125                                                    

                                                 
122 Austen Ivereigh, “As anti-Amoris critics cross into dissent, the Church must move on,” Crux 11 Dec. 2016.  Phil Lawlor 
provides an effective critique of the strategy employed by Ivereigh, Spadaro and others who take rhetorical aim at the 
dubia and AL critics. “The rhetorical strategy to debunk the dubia,” CatholicCulture.org 16 Dec. 2016.  
123 “Cardinal Burke: ‘No, I am not saying,” ibid. 
124 See Second Vatican Council, Lumen gentium N. 25. 
125 Fr. Mark A. Pilon, “The Dangerous Road of Papal Silence,” thecatholicthing.org 3 Dec.  2016. 
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I concur. Along this line, Cardinal Walter Brandmüller, one of the dubia authors, stated, 

“Whoever thinks that persistent adultery and the reception of Holy Communion are 

compatible is a heretic and promotes schism.” His Eminence went on, “According to the                                                             

apostle Paul, we are the stewards of the mysteries of God, but do not have the right of 

disposal."126  

 

In December, two distinguished academics, philosopher/professor of law John Finnis and 

moral theologian Germain Grisez, made a public a letter they had written in November to 

Pope Francis. In the letter, entitled “The Misuse of Amoris Laetitia to Support Errors 

against the Catholic Faith,” the pair laid out eight theological errors that some 

interpreters of AL have adopted.127  Their letter somewhat followed the pattern of the                                                                             

submission made to the Holy Father by 45 academics and pastors, described above.  

 

Like that earlier appeal, Finnis and Grisez requested the Pope condemn the errors they 

list. They did not accuse Francis or AL of these errors, but explained how misinterpreters 

find support for their errors in AL. They pointed out not only how the errors contradict 

Catholic doctrine but the grave harm they do to souls if unchecked. The errors they 

identified are found in Appendix A. 

 

It is difficult to dismiss any of the eight propositions as less than problematic for Catholic 

doctrine. In this article, I have effectively touched on Positions A-E and H. I have been 

more critical than Finnis and Grisez, maintaining that these propositions are not simply 

misinterpretations of AL but seem to be valid though objectionable interpretations of its 

meaning. There is no, doubt, in any case, that the AL controversy has stimulated the wider 

circulation of these erroneous positions. In my view, the two prominent academics did a 

masterful job of making a case for the need for papal clarification on their status.128  

 

In January one of the dubia authors, Cardinal Carlo Caffarra, responded to the accusation 

he and his colleagues were showing disobedience to the Pope. “We want to be obedient to 

the teaching of the pope, but the pope’s teaching must be clear,” he said. 

 

But the problem is exactly this: that in fundamental points one does not well 

understand what the pope teaches, as is demonstrated by the conflict of 

interpretation among bishops. 

 

                                                 
126 Walter Mayr, “The Pope Is Cooking,” Der Spiegel 23 Dec. 2016, trans. Google. 
127 John Finnis and Germain Grisez, “Open Letter to Pope Francis,” First Things 9 Dec. 2016.   
128 Interestingly, Finnis and Grisez do not take a stand on the critical issue of whether it is theologically acceptable to admit 
the civilly divorced and remarried to Communion without their repenting of sexual relations and striving to live as brother 
and sister per FC 84. I believe that is likely because they realized the Pope’s position is all too clear, whereas in their paper 
they wished to focus on areas of ambiguity.   
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He added: “There exists for us cardinals a grave obligation to advise the Pope in the 

government of the Church.”129 His point about the advising “in the government of the 

Church” reinforces my own point above that the crux of the AL controversy is about a non-

infallible papal pastoral decision.   

 
In regard to the controversy over whether to admit the divorced and remarried to 

Communion, Caffarra made an important point about whether mitigating subjective factors 

could be grounds for a pastor to approve a penitent to receive the Eucharist.  

 

It is not relevant to appeal to ignorance or to error regarding the indissolubility of 

marriage, a fact [that is] unfortunately very widespread. This appeal has an 

interpretative value, not a [pastoral] policy one. It should be used as a method to 

discern the imputability of acts already committed, but it cannot be used as a 

principle for acts to be committed [in the future. A priest has a duty to enlighten the 

ignorant and to correct the errant.130   

 

In other words, a pastor might judge the divorced and “remarried” penitent who has 

committed adultery has not in fact committed grave sin because of mitigating factors.  (I 

would add, this could allow Eucharistic reception in the immediate situation, provided 

there is a purpose of amendment to avoid adultery). But he cannot further proceed to 

authorize future reception for continued acts of adultery in the future. His role is to 

enlighten and warn. (I would add, he also cannot absolve without the penitent’s 

commitment to try to avoid sin.) 

 

In January also, the Vatican doctrine chief, Cardinal Gerhard Müller, stated that no 

correction of the Pope was called for with AL, because “it doesn’t concern a danger 

for the faith.”131 He indicated he did not see a conflict between AL’s teaching and its 

pastoral approach: “On the one hand we have the clear teaching on marriage, on the other 

the obligation of the Church to be concerned about these people in difficulty.”132                  

 

His Eminence’s comments evoked considerable surprise, first of all because he was known 

as a strong supporter of traditional doctrine and of FC 84’s pastoral norm. Did Müller now 

see no difficulty with AL’s approved change in pastoral discipline? Did he disagree with AL 

critics who found therein a host of possible conflicts with doctrine?  In light of what we 

                                                 
129 “Only a blind man can deny that there is great confusion in the Church.” An interview with Carlo Cardinal Caffarra,”, Il 
Foglio, trans. A. Guernsey, 14 Jan. 2017. 
130 Ibid. 
131 Inés San Martin, “Vatican doctrine czar sees no need for ‘fraternal correction’ of Pope, “Crux 9 Jan. 2017. 
132 Edward Pentin, “Cardinal Müller’s TV Interview Causes Bewilderment,” National Catholic Register 9 Jan. 2017.  
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have seen about AL’s considerable ambiguity, Muller’s claim that the exhortation reflects 

the Church’s “clear teaching on marriage” seemed insupportable.  

 

The cardinal’s comments prompted further incredulity because it had come to light that his 

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF), in reviewing AL prior to publication, had 

actually raised similar dubia to the four cardinals!133 What’s more, the CDF had reportedly 

submitted 20 pages of corrections, yet “not one of the corrections was accepted”. (Ibid.) 

Perhaps one could say that, if Müller saw any difficulty with AL – and I suspect he did - he 

wasn’t about to publicly let on. His comments might therefore be taken as having 

diplomatic strong grain. As I commented earlier, His Eminence’s interpretive stance 

following AL was to overlook its difficulties, defer to the clarity of traditional Church 

discipline, and seem to view the form of AL’s sanctioned change as insufficiently 

“magisterial.”134   

 

Among prominent church officials, it apparently was not only the dubia cardinals and the 

CDF who had expressed concerns about AL. According to The National Catholic Register, 

 

30 cardinals, having seen an advance draft of the apostolic exhortation, wrote to the 

Pope expressing their reservations, especially on the issue of communion for 

remarried divorcees, warning that the document would weaken the three essential 

sacraments of the Church: the Eucharist, marriage, and confession. The Pope never 

responded to that letter either, a Vatican source told the Register.135  
 

These various reports were further indications that AL’s ambiguity on the Communion 

controversy was likely deliberate, confirming Cardinal Burke’s view and my own as 

mentioned above. They also suggested Pope Francis was inclined to disregard his critics and 

go his own way. A reply to the dubia seemed less likely than ever.  

 

Meanwhile, through these months His Holiness continued to rail against “doctor of the law” 

types and “rigidity,” which seemed directed against traditionalists including his AL 

critics.136 He warned against being “more Papist than the Pope.”  

 

                                                 
133 Ibid.  
134 One might speculate that Müller had mused, “Well, with all my corrections I gave Francis a chance to make AL 

magisterial. By ignoring them he blew it!”) 
135 E. Pentin, “Cardinal Muller’s TV Interview,” ibid. 
136 E.g., “Pope yet again derides defenders of Church teaching as not like Christ,” LifeSiteNews.com 12 Jan. 2017; “Pope 
denounces ‘restorationist’ orders, pokes fun at Medjugorje,” Crux 9 Feb. 2017.                                             
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“Do not “Do not be border police… Please, open the doors…Don’t administer 

Christian perfection tests because you will only promote a hypocritical 

phariseeism.”137  

 

The Pope seemed to prefer to throw sharp verbal stones at his critics to engaging in 

dialogue with them. A year after AL’s publication, there were no reports Francis had met 

with any of those who had appealed to him with their concerns. One might be forgiven for 

asking, whatever had happened to the biblical standard, “By this everyone will know that 

you are my disciples, if you love one another" (Jn 13:35)? Francis’ obduracy seemed more 

political than faith-based.   

 

Characterizing the situation facing the Church as “very odd,” AL critic Robert Royal, editor 

in chief of a Catholic online forum, commented, “We’ve never had a circumstance with a 

pope obstinately teaching something that seems to be contradictory to the longstanding, 

permanent tradition of the Catholic Church."138 Royal’s reference to papal “teaching” 

rather than “pastoral decision” is not incorrect, since what is technically a decision 

indirectly and implicitly teaches, non-infallibly, that what was decided is acceptable.)  

    

On the other end of the spectrum from such critics, in February the President of the 

Pontifical Council for the Interpretation of Legal Texts, Cardinal Francesco Coccopalmerio, 

showed how easily AL lent itself to broad interpretation. In his short book on Chapter 8, His 

Eminence was ready to grant generous Communion access not only for the divorced and 

remarried but cohabiting couples generally, thereby illustrating the slippery slope that 

many AL critics had feared.  

 

The divorced and remarried, de facto couples, those cohabiting, are certainly not models of 

unions in sync with Catholic Doctrine, but the Church cannot look the other way. Therefore, 

the sacraments of Reconciliation and of Communion must be given even to those so-called 

wounded families and to however many who, despite living in situations not in line with 

traditional matrimonial canons, express the sincere desire to approach the sacraments after 

an appropriate period of discernment. . . .it is a gesture of openness and profound mercy on 

the part of Mother Church, who does not leave behind any of her children, aware that 

absolute perfection is a precious gift, but one which cannot be reached by everyone.139 

 

                                                 

137 These comments came in April: “Pope Francis: Don’t be ‘more Papist than the Pope,’” LifeSiteNews 28 April 2017.  

138 ‘It gives the feeling of a schism’: EWTN panel analyzes current ‘disaster’ in the Church,” LifeSiteNews 17 Feb. 2017. 

139 Fr. Gerald E. Murray, “When Cardinals Clash,” thecatholicthing.org 16 Feb. 2017. 
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In the book, the cardinal indicated that couples who can live as brother and sister 

should, but for some this would not be feasible, due to the temptation to find sexual 

intimacy elsewhere and thereby undermine their family situation.140 Interviewed on 

the book, he stated, 

 

If the two can live together as brother and sister, that’s great. But if they cannot 

because this would break up the union, which ought to be conserved for the good of 

these people, then they manage as best they can.141                                        

 

It is difficult not to construe such remarks as some form of excuse for adultery.   

 

Greatly adding to traditionalist concerns was the implicit Vatican approval given to one of 

the most progressive AL interpretations, a statement by the Maltese Bishops, by its being 

published in the Vatican’s own newspaper l’Osservatore Romano. These bishops held that 

if, after a process of discernment, a person feels “at peace with God,” they can be 

admitted to the sacraments.  

 

If, as a result of the process of discernment, undertaken with “humility, discretion and love 

for the Church and her teaching, in a sincere search for God’s will and a desire to make a 

more perfect response to it” (AL 300), a separated or divorced person who is living in a new 

relationship manages, with an informed and enlightened conscience, to acknowledge and 

believe that he or she are at peace with God, he or she cannot be precluded from 

participating in the sacraments of Reconciliation and the Eucharist (see AL, notes 336 and 

351).142    

                                                                                                                                                             

The subjective criterion of feeling “at peace with God” seemed to open up wide avenues 

for sacramental access. The reference to “cannot be precluded” suggested that what AL 

had arguably allowed as an exceptional dispensation in some narrow cases had become, for 

these bishops, a certain right that couples now had.   

 

The bishops went on to say that, for some couples, living in continence is just “humanly 

impossible.”143 Incontinence, then, is not sufficient reason to exclude them from 

Communion. This wrongly excuses adultery and seems to imply that God’s law against 

adultery is too hard to obey. Such a view would be squarely at odds with the Council of 

Trent’s doctrine on grace, cited above.   

                                                 
140 Inés San Martin, “Vatican’s legal chief says desire to change enough for Communion,” Crux 14 Feb. 2017. 
141 “Cardinal Coccopalmerio Explains His Positions on Catholics in Irregular Unions,” National Catholic Register 1 March 
2017. 
142 “Criteria for the Application of Chapter VIII of Amoris Lætitia,” ms.maltadiocese.org Jan. 2017; L’Osservatore Romano 
14 Jan. 2017. 
143 Ibid. 
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As a result of Amoris Laetitia, in Malta and elsewhere, a view never before openly 

advocated in the Catholic Church – that couples living in adultery could receive Holy 

Communion – was, in effect, officially approved.    

 
E. Christian Brugger argued that the Church is in a state of de facto schism due to confusion 

over two de fide (“of the faith”) doctrines, i.e. those that pertain to Divine Revelation. The 

two doctrines are “the intrinsic wrongfulness of adultery and the absolute indissolubility of 

Christian marriage, both of which are infallibly affirmed by Scripture and Tradition.”144 

 

According to Brugger, that schism really originated with the disunity in the Church following 

the Pope Paul VI’s 1968 publication of Humanae Vitae. The controversy over the 

impermissibility of contraception soon led to questioning the whole idea of any moral 

behavior being “intrinsically evil” that one may never choose. This disunity undermined 

confidence in the idea that adultery was always and everywhere wrong, and that in turn 

had fed confusion over the approach AL takes with admitting those living in adultery to the 

Eucharist. So, AL is not the origin of a schism, but it has exacerbated an underlying one.145     

 
In my view, Brugger makes a good case. As a moral theologian, I can state the Catholic 

moral theology has been in a state of upheaval ever since Humanae Vitae, and this 

confusion permeated through the clergy to the faithful.146 It helps explain what would have 

once seemed unthinkable: that the Holy Father and many bishops have gone soft on 

adultery, even arguably excusing it.  

 

Brugger looks to the Pope to remedy the schism by strongly affirming the Church’s doctrine 

and molding unity in the episcopate. Alas, the likelihood that Pope Francis will do so soon, 

given his disposition on the importance of doctrine does not seem high. It might be noted, 

moreover, that two leading theologians of the past 50 years that Francis has expressed 

great personal admiration for – Bernard Häring and Cardinal Carlo Martini – were dissenters 

from Humanae Vitae.147  

 

                                                 

144 E. Christian Brugger, “Is the Catholic Church in de facto Schism?” crisismagazine.com 31 March 2017. 
145 Ibid. De fide doctrines must be accepted by all Catholics.  
146 See John Finnis, Moral Absolutes: Tradition, Revison and Truth, 1991, Chapter 4.   

147 See Jeff Mirus, “Pope Francis and Bernard Häring: The literally infernal cheek of dissent,” catholicculture.org 7 March 
2017; “Francis praises major Humanae Vitae dissenter in rebuke of ‘white or black’ morality,” LSN 24 Nov. 2016; “Martini 
calls for reform of the Church,” elpais.com 25 May 2008, trans. Google. “Francis hails late Cardinal Carlo Martini,” 
ncronline.org 2 Sept. 2013. One also wonders about the influence on Francis, a Jesuit, of the pre-eminent Jesuit of the past 
half century, and notable Humanae Vitae dissenter, Karl Rahner. For an article on Rahner’s pastoral approach to 
contraception that seems remarkably parallel to Amoris Laetitia’s approach to the divorced and remarried, see Avery 
Dulles, “Karl Rahner on Amoris Laetitia,” America Magazine (http://apps.cndls.georgetown.edu) 28 Sept. 1968. 

http://apps.cndls.georgetown.edu/
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Catholic intellectuals uncomfortable with the notion of intrinsically evil acts tend to assign 

prudence and conscience an exaggerated role in “discerning” what should be done in a 

concrete situation. Fr. Mark Pilon helpfully offered a “Brief Primer on Catholic Faith and 

Conscience,” in which he made the point that conscience is not a mystical power. It needs 

to be formed by truth “from outside” in the form of Sacred Scripture and Tradition as 

authoritatively taught by the Church’s Magisterium.148 As Fr. Timothy Vavarek also pointed 

out, Christ gave the Church the role of forming consciences in the truth and judging 

erroneous consciences.149  

 

Fr. Vavarek saw subjectivism as the underlying problem behind the AL controversy. “AL is 

tangled up,” he says, “in a centuries-long struggle with Subjectivism, which seeks to 

establish the primacy of private judgment as the effective norm for Christian life.” He saw 

eras like the Protestant Reformation and the Enlightenment as fueling subjectivism, which 

became prominent in the Catholic Church during the era of Vatican II and the uproar over 

Humanae Vitae.150  

 

I cannot disagree with Vavarek’s sense of history. We, in any case, definitely now live in a 

subjectivist culture that chafes at traditional moral standards, and this is no doubt relevant 

to the AL controversy: something in us tends to want to allow conscience freedom to 

manoeuvre! Nor can I dismiss the same author’s sober warning that, once subjectivism 

takes hold, a slippery slope quickly takes effect, which ironically ends in attacking the 

consciences of those unwilling to go along for the ride:   

 

Thus, in a single year the issue has gone from considering Holy Communion in rare cases for 

the “remarried” to entrusting local bishops with determining policy, to mandating Holy 

Communion for everyone in “good” conscience, to claiming this innovation is integral to 

being in communion with Rome. If this latter position stands, there will be no room for the 

consciences of priests or the authority of bishops who disagree.151                                                   

. 

The Dust Does Not Settle: April to August  

 

In May, a professor of Catholic history, Claudio Pierantoni, called the current crisis in the 

Church "unprecedented" and "apocalyptic." He said that never before has "doctrinal 

confusion been published in a pontifical document."152 Such comments echoed those of 

Robert Royal noted above.   

                                                                                      

                                                 
148 “Brief Primer on Catholic Faith and Conscience,” thecatholicthing.org 22 Feb. 2017. 
149 “The Church Teaches – and Judges – Consciences,” thecatholictruth.org 19 March 2017. 

150 Ibid. 
151 Fr. Timothy Vavarek, “What’s Happening – and Where We’re Headed,” thecatholicthing.org 10 Feb. 2017. 
152 “Confusion caused by Amoris Laetitia is ‘unprecedented,’ even ‘apocalyptic’: Scholar,” LifeSiteNews 2 May 2017. 
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In the opinion of Religious Studies professor Douglas Farrow, a full-fledged crisis has come 

about in the Church because the true God is effectively being divided, similar to the second 

century heresy Marcionism. Marcion and his followers rejected the judgmental God of the 

Old Testament in favor of the merciful God of the New, as described by St. Ireneus of Lyon:   

 

That they might remove the rebuking and judicial power from the Father, reckoning 

that as unworthy of God, and thinking that they had found out a God without anger 

and merely kind or good, they have alleged that one God judges but that another 

saves. (Adversus Haereses III.25) 

 

So too, Farrow maintains, today’s “neo-Marcionites”  

 

… accompany non-judgmentally all who desire their accompaniment. …But they 

forget to speak to those whom they accompany of the judgment of God... They 

forget to speak to them of the holiness without which no one will see God. They 

think that to speak thus is intrusive, insensitive, rigid, or at all events unrealistic.  

 

Such an approach also tends to distort Sacred Tradition, looking down on the Church of the 

past as knowing almost nothing of the Gospel, as if only the Church today grasps it.153 

 

I consider Prof. Farrow’s remark about dividing God, which recalls Matthew Schmitz’ 

objection mentioned above that AL “leaves out half the Christian tradition,” deeply 

insightful. Reading AL from the vantage point of traditional faith, and reflecting 

prayerfully, one readily has the uneasy feeling “something is missing.” In my view, Farrow 

puts his finger on what that “something” is: an accurate sense of who God is.    

 

Professor Thibaud Collin reportedly saw a parallel between AL and the history of dissent 

over Church doctrine on contraception.   

Prof. Collin sees a striking similarity between Humanae Vitae’s critics and the 

present papal document. In fact, both propose to treat the objective requirements 

of the moral law as an ideal, an “optional choice” that may fit some privileged 

people in ideal situations but is not binding for all Catholics.”154  
 

Collin agrees with my own finding. As already indicated, the notion of the moral law as only 
an ideal is an ill-advised deviation from our Catholic tradition. 
 

                                                 
153 Claudio Pierantoni, “Making Clarity about Amoris Laetitia,” onepeterfive.com 5 May 2017.                                        
154 Ibid.  
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In a blunt criticism of AL, patristics professor Anna Silvas warned ominously about a 

“revolution of stealth” that would start by changing praxis but end by subverting doctrine, 

following the kind of cultural path mapped out by the Italian Marxist theorist Antonio 

Gramsci, mentioned herein previously.   

 

We are in a world of dynamic fluidity here, of starting open-ended processes, of sowing 

seeds of desired change that will triumph over time … Francis and his collaborators deal with 

the matter of doctrine, not by confronting theory head on — because if they did so they 

would be defeated — but by an incremental change of praxis, played to the siren song of 

plausible persuasions, until the praxis is sufficiently built up over time to a point of no 

return.  

 

Make no mistake, the end game is a more or less indifferent permission for any who present 

for Holy Communion. And so we attain the longed-for haven of all-inclusiveness and ‘mercy’: 

the terminal trivialization of the Eucharist, of sin and repentance, of the sacrament of 

Matrimony, of any belief in objective and transcendent truth, the evisceration of language, 

and of any stance of compunction before the living God, the God of Holiness and Truth.155 

 

Such comments are most disturbing. But they seem hard to entirely dismiss. As stated 

above, Pope Francis seemed to have a game plan with AL, which involved almost an 

insistence on ambiguity and non-affirmation of doctrine. What Silvas says about the “end 

game” being indifferent access to Communion is a possibility that must be considered. For, 

as students of social change can recognize, when a law that has prohibited a certain 

practice – abortion comes readily to mind - then changes only a little but in an ambiguous 

fashion, a slippery slope tendency tends to kick in whereby the door that had seemed to 

only open a crack gradually comes to swing wide open. In other words, even though on its 

surface AL did not represent a wide-open approach to access, the permission it gives very 

arguably tends to naturally result in that broad access over time.  

 

Two other facts support Silvas’ end game warning: 1) When he was an archbishop, Francis 

himself apparently favored a wide-open praxis; 2) As pope, Francis has been acquiescent to 

the permissive type of approach adopted by some Church leaders such as the Philippine and 

Maltese bishops.156 If such indeed is the Holy Father’s strategy, it is not hard to see how in 

the end it tends to render doctrine a dead letter, even without formally revoking it. Given 

that since the outset of his pontificate, Pope Francis has exhibited a striking lack of 

interest in doctrine, would it be shocking if he were not greatly concerned about the 

doctrinal impact of deep pastoral change?   

                                                 
155 “Rome conference blames Amoris Laetitia for dividing Church, quietly undermining doctrine,” LifeSiteNews.com 2 May 
2017. 

156 In addition, in 2015 he reportedly told a prominent Italian journalist: “This is bottom line result, the de facto appraisals 
are entrusted to the confessors, but at the end of faster or slower paths, all the divorced who ask will be admitted.” 
Interview with Eugenio Scalfari, Rupubblica 1 Nov. 2015, reported in “Bombshell: Pope to His Favorite Journalist: "All the 
Divorced who ask will be admitted [to Communion],” https://rorate-coeili.blogspot.com 1 Nov. 2015. 
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Pope Francis is the pope of mercy. But an insight of St. Thomas Aquinas seems relevant: 

“Mercy without justice is the mother of dissolution.”157 If we acknowledge that doctrine 

and the law of God are components of “justice,” we understand the dangerous implications 

of an unbalanced notion of divine mercy.158  

 

On May 6, 2017, having had no direct response to the dubia they submitted to the Holy 

Father Sept. 19, 2016, the four cardinals involved had a letter hand-delivered to His 

Holiness, requesting an audience.159 As of the end of August, 2017, the cardinals – who by                                                                               

by then numbered only three, following the death of Joachim Meisner160 - had apparently 

not received a reply. However, journalist Edward Pentin speculated that a homily Francis 

gave on May 8 -  only two days after receiving the cardinals’ letter, may well have served as 

the Pope’s response.161   

 

Picking up one of his favorite themes, the Pope spoke of “the God of surprises,” the Holy 

Spirit who creates new things, even though “obviously some feared these novelties of the 

Church.” He went on:  

 

“From the times of the prophets until now, the sin to resist the Holy Spirit had 

always been there….” The phrase, “It has always been done like this” shuts and 

resists the Holy Spirit.”  

 

He asked people to pray for “the grace of discernment in order not to mistake the path and 

be trapped in immobility, rigidity and closing of the heart.”162 

 

I find Pentin’s hypothesis credible: the papal tirade was most likely all about Amoris 

Laetitia.  

 

No one can disagree that the Holy Spirit can surprise, and that resisting the Spirit can be a 

                                                 
157 Super Matthaeum, V, l.2.  In her Rome talk mentioned above, Prof. Silvas drew attention to this citation.  
158 Ever since the wide publicity of the Kasper proposal in 2014, the two synods on the family that debated that proposal, 
and its adoption in AL, many authors have offered a balanced approach on mercy that incorporates truth and doctrine. 
See Archbishop Charles J. Chaput, “A Jublilee Year of Mercy,” First Things, Dec. 2015; Eleven Cardinals Speak on Marriage 
and Family, Essays from a Pastoral Viewpoint, Ignatius Press, 2015.  

159 E. Pentin, “Dubia Cardinals Seek Papal Audience,” National Catholic Register 19 June 2017; “Full Text of Dubia 
Cardinals’ Letter Asking Pope for an Audience,” National Catholic Register 19 June 2017. 
160 In early September, jJust after the end our study period, another dubia cardinal, Carlo Caffarra also passed away, 
leaving only two, Raymond Burke, aged 69, and Walter Bradmüller, aged 88.  
161 E. Pentin, “Francis’ May 8 Homily — A Response to the Dubia Cardinals?”, National Catholic Register 26 June 2017; 
“Pope warns against the sin of resisting the Holy Spirit,” Vatican Radio, en.vaticana.va 8 May 2017. 
162 Ibid. 
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danger. What is striking, however, is how assertively Francis seems to appropriate the Holy 

Spirit to himself and AL, while quickly judging those who question AL to being “trapped in  

immobility, rigidity and closing of the heart,” without even having met with his leading 

critics. There seems to be a lack of humility and charity, which are surely true signs of the 

Holy Spirit.  

 

The history of the Church should also make one hesitant when the Holy Spirit is quickly 

invoked, as often that invocation has served as cover for heresy and abuse. How many sects 

have appealed to “the Spirit” to justify aberrant beliefs and practices. One thinks of the 

12th century heresy of Joachism, with its present “Age of the Holy Spirit” that transcended 

Divine Revelation.163 With regard to the papacy and the Holy Spirit, one recalls also the 

words of Pope Benedict: “The pope is not an oracle; he is infallible in very rare 

situations.”164  

 

In a thought-provoking article, Fr. John Hunwicke notes how little that documents from 

Church councils of the early centuries, invoked the Holy Spirit, even though, I might add, 

they produced dogma the Church regards as infallibly Spirit-led. Hunwicke notes that  

“The Chalcedonian Definitio Fidei observed that the devil (ho poneros) never 

ceases to supplant the seeds of orthodoxy and continually invents something new 

(kainon ti) against the truth.”165    

This gives us a couple cautionary notes, I should think, regarding appeals to the Holy 

Spirit. Hunwicke then quotes the First Vatican Council on the correct papal relationship 

with the Third Person of the Trinity:  

For the Holy Spirit was not promised to the successors of Peter so that, by His 

revelation, they might publish new teaching, but so that, by His assistance, they 

might devoutly guard and faithfully expound the revelation handed down through 

the Apostles: the Deposit of Faith (emphasis added).166  

In the case of Amoris Laetitia, who has been looking to the Holy Father to “guard and 

faithfully expound the revelation handed down through the apostles: the Deposit of 

faith”?  It is not the dubia cardinals? Who, on the other hand, has been extolling the 

“novelties” of the Holy Spirit and rebuking those who fear such novelties?  

A year after the publication of AL and the ensuing controversy, Pope Francis persisted in his 

line of attacking AL critics. He warned of “the opinions of the ideologues of doctrine.”167  

 

                                                 
163 The heresy is associated with the teachings of the abbot Joachim of Fiore.  
164 Pope Has No Easy “Recipe” for Church Crisis,” Zenit.org, 29 July 2005. 
165 “Peter Says No,” firstthings.com 7 Feb. 2017.   
166 Ibid.  
167 J.H. Westen, “Pope slams conservative ‘fanatics’ who make doctrine an ‘ideology,’” LifeSiteNews.com 23 May 2017. 
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In mid-July Cardinal Schönborn, previously designated by the Pope as AL’s authentic 

interpreter, spoke of the exhortation while visiting Ireland. He said that, according to AL, a 

valid marriage is indissoluble. However, 

 
giving this answer is not an answer to all the single situations and cases that in 

everyday life we have to deal with. Much more difficult is discernment, because you 

have to look closely, yes, in the light of the principles, but also at reality, where 

people stand, what is the drama of how did they come to a separation, to a new 

union, and so on.168 

 

I find those remarks problematic. It sounded too much as if His Eminence was 

suggesting there could somehow be an exception to indissolubility.  

 

Schönborn continued:  

 
Moral theology stands on two feet: Principles, and then the prudential steps to 

apply them to reality…The bonum possibile [potential good] in moral theology 

is an important concept... What is the possible good that a person or a couple 

can achieve in difficult circumstances?169  

 
Regarding the issue of sacramental reception for the divorced and remarried, I  have 

previously discussed AL’s problem with giving wiggle room to prudence when, in the 

case of adultery, there is none. The cardinal’s remarks easily be interpreted as 

excusing that sin, and implying that obeying the 6th Commandment may be out of 

reach for some people; neither of these positions is consistent with the Catholic 

faith.    

 
With respect to Communion for the divorced and remarried, the distinguished 

archbishop of Vienna, a collaborator under Pope John Paul II on The Catechism of the 

Catholic Church, said that  

Amoris asks that each case is examined with its own particular characteristics. 

But before the question of communion can be addressed, an examination of 

conscience is needed... The question of communion can come after that.170  

 

In short, the pathway to Communion is open, despite adultery. For the cardinal, 

conscience is key, yet he seemed to say nothing about the Church’s role in judging 

                                                 
168 Austen Ivereigh, "Cardinal Schönborn: Moral theology needs both principles and prudence," Crux 15 July 2017.  
169 Ibid. 
170 Ibid.  
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erroneous conscience.171 Schönborn might just have said, the answer to the first 

dubia question is yes.  

 

Interesting, His Eminence revealed that Pope Francis had once asked him whether AL 

was orthodox, and received assurance it was.172 On the other hand, earlier in July no 

less a figure than Cardinal Gerhard Müller took issue with the approaches taken on 

the Communion issue by both Schönborn and Cardinal Kasper.  

 

I must stress with all due clarity that the attempts up to now by Cardinals 

Schönborn, Kasper and others to explain how we can achieve a balancing act 

between dogma, that is church teaching, and pastoral practice are simply not 

convincing.173  

 

Having just been dismissed as head of the Vatican’s doctrine office by the Pope, it seems 

Müller felt freer to speak his weighty mind on the controversy than he had previously.  His 

Eminence reported, by the way, that the Pope “did not give a reason” for the dismissal. 

Many people, including myself, wondered if it had not been precisely for his orthodoxy.  

 

The upshot of Müller’s remarks was that, to a considerable degree, Schönborn’s AL 

defence had been pre-emptively blunted.  

 

During the lively AL controversy some people no doubt wondered, what does Pope 

Emeritus Benedict XVI think of all this? While it remained unclear, there were 

interesting developments.  

 

In his remarks in Ireland, Cardinal Schönborn said he had met with Benedict and 

described Familiaris Consortio and Amoris Laetitia as together forming a “diptych,” 

referring to a painting made up of two interconnected panels. He thus evoked an 

image of continuity. Interestingly, Schönborn reportedly said the Pope agreed with 

the image. However, any suggestion that Benedict would agree with AL certainly 

seemed doubtful. It hardly seemed likely that the great scholar Ratzinger, over many 

years a major defender of FC 84 and a formidable critic of the Kasper pastoral 

approach, would now have changed his mind. Had His Eminence read something into 

Benedict’s outlook that was not there? 

 

Adding to the mystery, but possibly enlightening it, Benedict sent a striking message 

to be read out at the July funeral of the dubia cardinal Meisner, with whom he had 

long been close friends. It said: 

 

                                                 
171 That role was articulated by Fr. Timothy Vavarek, in his article examined above.  
172 Ivereigh, "Cardinal Schönborn,” ibid.  
173 “Cardinal Müller criticises the way Pope Francis dismissed him,” Catholic Herald 8 July 2017  
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We know that this passionate shepherd and pastor found it difficult to leave his post, 

especially at a time in which the Church stands in particularly pressing need of 

convincing shepherds who can resist the dictatorship of the spirit of the age and who 

live and think the faith with determination. However, what moved me all the more 

was that, in this last period of his life, he learned to let go and to live out of a deep 

conviction that the Lord does not abandon His Church, even if the boat has taken on 

so much water as to be on the verge of capsizing.174 [my emphasis]   

 

It seemed to many observers, myself included, that, with this remarkable eulogy for the 

late dubia cardinal, the pope emeritus was with subtlety implying something about AL and 

the pontificate of his successor.175 Fascinatingly, the message more or less coincided with 

Cardinal Schönborn’s remarks in Ireland concerning Benedict’s outlook on AL. One 

wondered if Schönborn’s version of events had not been quietly contradicted.  

 

AL’s papally-designated interpreter having weighed in, in August so did its apparent ghost-

writer, Archbishop Victor Manuel Fernández. In a journal article, he offered a systematic 

defence of the exhortation.176 He said that the Pope dealt with the concrete application 

of a new policy on the divorced and remarried in footnotes, rather than in the body 

of the text, in order to be “discreet.” He seemed to admit AL’s approach represents 

a novelty, but says FC 84 it its time was an “important novelty.”177  

I would note, however, that FC 84 did not cause anything like the furor surrounding 

AL, and with good reason: a couple living as brother and sister, per FC, were 

technically not practicing adultery, whereas AL allows Communion for adulterous 

couples. It’s like comparing apples and oranges.    

 

Fernández saw the change in sacramental discipline approved by AL as giving the Church “a 

new logic without strict schemes.”  It is also “an irreversible novelty.” Nevertheless, he 

saw it is a matter of “a creative continuity with respect to the doctrine of the earlier 

Popes."178   

 

However, to use the apples and oranges analogy again, I would say that you can argue an 

orange is a new form of apple, but sooner or later the truth outs. When that happens, 

                                                 

174 "Pope Benedict’s Message at Funeral of Cardinal Meisner: 'The Lord Does Not Abandon His Church,'” onepeterfive.com 
15 July 2017. 

175 See Fr. Raymond J. de Souza, “Farewell to Cardinal Meisner Was Vintage Ratzinger,” National Catholic Register 19 July 
2017. 
176 Austen Ivereigh, “Papal confidante says ‘Amoris’ critics locked in ‘death-trap’ logic,” Crux 21 August 2017. The 
archbishop’s article, in the theology journal Medellín, was entitled, “Chapter Eight of Amoris Laetitia: What Remains 
After the Storm.” 
177 Ibid.  
178 “Papal confidant leaves cat out of the sack: ‘Yes, Francis has changed the discipline of the church with Amoris laetitia,’ 

‘irreversible,’” Katholische.info 24 august 2017, trans. Google. 
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people who appreciate apples will want the real thing, rather than the pretend version. So 

much then for “irreversible novelty.”179    

 

Fernández stated that AL agrees with the Church’s moral norms but does not see norms as 

covering every situation. As reported by the Catholic news service Crux,   

 

In the case of norms forbidding killing and stealing, for example, the norms are 

absolute, admitting of no exceptions; yet it is questionable, he said, whether taking 

life in self-defense is killing, or taking food to feed a hungry child is stealing.  

 

In the same way, Fernández goes on, 

 

“… It is also licit to ask if acts of living together more uxorio [i.e. having 

sexual relations] should always fall, in its integral meaning, within the 

negative precept of “fornication”. I say, ‘in its integral meaning,’ because one 

cannot maintain those acts in each and every case are gravely dishonest in a 

subjective sense. In the complexity of particular situations is where, according 

to St. Thomas [Aquinas], ‘the indetermination increases.’ Indeed, it is not 

easy to describe as an ‘adulterer’ a woman who has been beaten and treated 

with contempt by her Catholic husband, and who received shelter, economic 

and psychological help from another man who helped her raise the children of 

the previous union, and with whom she has lived and had new children for 

many years.”180   

 

Fernández’s moral theology is unreliable here. First of all, his question “if acts of living 

together more uxorio should always fall…within the negative precept of 

“fornication,” has a clear answer from the Catechism in the case of the unmarried: 

yes, or course!181   

 

Secondly, his analogy with the norms on killing and stealing fails. The Fifth Commandment, 

first of all, pertain to unlawful killing, or murder. Self-defense is not murder, hence 

objectively speaking does not violate the commandment. Subjectivity is irrelevant. So too 

the Seventh Commandment pertains to unlawfully taking what belongs to another. Taking 

food when needed to feed a hungry child is a lawful act of justice, hence objectively 

speaking does not violate the commandment.182 Subjectivity is irrelevant. With sex 

between a divorced and “remarried” couple, there is no objective basis to say it is lawful. 

                                                 
179 For a commentary in a similar vein on Fernández’ article, see Deacon Jim Russell, “Fornicating in Self-Defense,” 
crisismagazine.com 22 Aug. 2017.  
180 Ivereigh, “Papal confidant,” ibid. 
181 Catechism of the Catholic Church , N. 2353. 
182 On the 5th and 7th commandments, see Catechism Nos. 2263, 2408 respectively. 
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The subjective factors Fernández mentions do not change the objective act. The act is 

adultery, so objectively speaking contravenes the Sixth Commandment. There is no 

ambiguity, despite what the archbishop may speculate.   

 

His Grace seems to argue that extenuating subjective circumstances are such that the act 

should no longer be called adultery. That is simply incorrect. Those circumstances may 

lessen culpability, but they do not change the objective state of adultery.183 The 

archbishop’s woolly thinking, which seems intended to create wiggle room for conscience 

to choose sex without feeling it is committing “adultery,” undermines the credibility of AL, 

given his apparent central role in it.  

 

According to Fernández, AL’s view is that sexual relations between the divorced and 

civilly remarried always “constitute an objective situation of habitual grave sin,” 

even if culpability might not exist in a subjective sense in some cases.  If true, that is 

good news, for hitherto there had been confusion about whether Pope Francis 

acknowledges “an objective situation of grave sin,” which by the way is precisely the 

focus of Dubia #3.184 At the time, the problems of AL texts like N. 303, which seem to 

suggest an adulterous decision could be objectively good, remained.  

 

Philosopher Josef Seifert expressed the deepest concern over N. 303, citing one 

sentence where the Holy Father refers to conscience:  

 

It can also recognize with sincerity and honesty what for now is the most generous response 

which can be given to God, and come to see with a certain moral security that it is what God 

himself is asking amid the concrete complexity of one’s limits, while yet not fully the 

objective ideal.  

 

This proposition, Seifert contended, seems to imply that continuing in acts of adultery 

could somehow be God’s will. “The purely logical consequence of that one assertion of 

Amoris Laetitia,” he says, seems to destroy the entire moral teaching of the Church.” For if 

an act the Church has always considered intrinsically immoral can now be permitted, why 

not any other such act – murder, abortion, active homosexuality, etc.  He therefore termed 

the sentence a “theological atomic bomb” that had to be corrected.185 I could not agree 

more with his analysis and conclusion.  

 

Meanwhile, the Dominican Aidan Nichols, a leading theologian in the English-speaking 

world, termed the situation in the Church following the publication of AL “extremely 

grave.” A member of the group of 45 priests and scholars that had appealed to the Holy 

                                                 
183 Catechism, N. 2280. 
184 As I stated above, I consider #3 the easiest of the four dubia questions on morality for the Pope to answer.  
185 “Amoris Laetitia is a ticking ‘atomic bomb’ set to obliterate all Catholic morality: philosopher,” LifeSiteNews.com 23 
Aug. 2017. 
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Father on AL in 2016, Nichols said that AL’s apparent approval of Communion for the 

divorced introduces into the Church “a previously unheard-of state of life. Put bluntly, this 

state of life is one of tolerated concubinage.”186 I believe he makes a valid point.  

 

For Fr. Nichols, even worse than that was the faulty reasoning that AL employed on behalf 

of its conclusion. He found that its treatment on conscience seemed to say “that actions 

condemned by the law of Christ can sometimes be morally right or even, indeed, requested 

by God.” He said the exhortation seemed to further indicate that it is not always possible 

to follow the moral law. But the Council of Trent solemnly condemned the idea that “the 

commandments of God are impossible to observe even for a man who is justified and 

established in grace.” Making a plea similar to Josef Seifert’s, Nichols said that unless AL’s 

serious deficiencies were addressed, “no area of Christian morality can remain 

unscathed.”187    

 

As I have repeatedly argued, what is problematic about AL’s chapter 8 is not just its 

conclusion on sacramental reception, but its faulty reasoning. Both Seifert and Nichols 

bring out the harmful consequences if that reasoning is not corrected.  

 

Fr. Nichols went a step further. He called for a reform in Canon Law to allow a pope’s 

teaching errors to be established, which he believes probable in the case of AL.188 He noted 

such a change would be “less conflictual” if carried out after Francis’ pontificate. Nichols 

acknowledged that canon law tradition is that no one judges the See of Peter. However, he 

said, according to the First Vatican Council papal infallibility is limited. “It is not the 

position of the Roman Catholic Church that a pope is incapable of leading people astray by 

false teaching as a public doctor,” he said.189 In my view, that analysis rings true; it is 

consistent with Church history.  

 

Historically, three popes are often identified as having misled the faithful. In the 4th 

century, Pope Liberius acted in sympathy with the Arian heresy (denying the full divinity of 

Christ), and was for that reason the first pope in history not to be canonized.190 In the 7th 

century, Pope Honorius favored the heresy of Monothelitism (denying Christ had both a 

divine and human will), and, subsequent to his death, was condemned by three ecumenical 

councils.191 In the 14th century, Pope John XXII heretically stated that, in the Beatific 

Vision, the souls of the just do not immediately see God after death, only at the Last 

Judgement; but he repented on his death bed.192   

 

Fr. Nichol’s idea of allowing canon law to remedy the situation of an errant pope is not 

                                                 
186 “Leading theologian: change canon law to correct papal errors,” Catholic Herald 18 August 2017. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Ibid. 
189 Ibid.  
190  John Hardon, SJ, The Catholic Catechism, Doubleday, 1975, 130. 
191 Aaron Taylor, “Revelation on Tap,” firstthings.com 25 Aug. 2017. 
192 Hardon, ibid., 256. 
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unreasonable. However, in the normal course of things, one would always expect those who 

realize a pope to be in error to take other measures first, beginning with a direct appeal to 

the Holy Father. This would be consistent with Mt 18:15 ff., where Christ instructs his 

followers to correct an erring brother first by going to him directly, and then if necessary 

bring witnesses.  

 

As indicated earlier, Cardinal Burke, speaking for the four dubia cardinals, said he was 

prepared to correct the Holy Father directly if needed. In August, he indicated what form 

such correction might take.  

 

On the one hand, one sets forth the clear teaching of the Church; on the other hand, 

what is actually being taught by the Roman Pontiff is stated. If there is a 

contradiction, the Roman Pontiff is called to conform his own teaching in obedience 

to Christ and the Magisterium of the Church.  

The question is asked, ‘How would this be done?’ It is done very simply by a formal 

declaration to which the Holy Father would be obliged to respond.193  

 

By saying “obliged to respond,” Burke no doubt meant the Pope would be morally obliged, 

for no canon law requires that. As previously noted, another dubia author, Cardinal 

Brandmüller, clarified that any correction would first be done in private.   

 

As I have documented, the theological and pastoral problems with Chapter 8 of Amoris 

Laetitia are serious and many. Corrective action by the Church’s highest authority are 

urgently needed. Yet, after numerous appeals, that authority appears unwilling to take the 

needed action. Therefore, in order to protect the faith, some form of correction of Francis 

I is in order. The type of action contemplated by the dubia cardinals is warranted.    

 

As our study period ended, the stage seemed set for a dramatic showdown. The dubia 

cardinals appeared poised to take action to correct the Holy Father. And the Holy Father 

appeared determined not to change course. Many questions remained. One wondered, first 

of all, if Francis would even agree to meet his challengers. And if not, what would happen 

next? Would there be correction in the public forum?  If so, how would the faithful then 

react? Would those seeking to uphold the faith be labelled schismatics for opposing the 

Pope?  

 

In light of possibly stormy waters ahead, the words of Benedict XVI offer reassurance: 

“[T]he Lord does not abandon His Church, even if the boat has taken on so much water as 

to be on the verge of capsizing.” After all, He himself said, “I am with you always” (Mt 

28:20), and “the gates of Hell shall not prevail” against the Church (Mt 16:18).  

                                                 
193 “Cardinal Burke: Here’s what the formal correction of Pope Francis will look like,” LifeSiteNews.com 16 Aug. 2017.  
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Summary of Conclusions 
 

The apostolic exhortation Amoris Laetitia intends to change the sacramental discipline of 

the Church so as to allow civilly divorced and “remarried” persons to receive Penance and 

the Eucharist while living in adultery and without committing to continence.  

AL undermines the sacraments of Matrimony, Penance and the Eucharist.  

What AL proposes for sacramental discipline is not in accord with the holiness of God.  

AL is in rupture, not continuity, with the pastoral tradition of the Church as reflected in 

Pope John Paul II’s apostolic exhortation Familiaris Consortio.  

AL does not offer adequate reasons for the change in sacramental discipline it intends. Its 

reasoning is ambiguous at best.  

AL seems to excuse the grave sin of adultery, even suggests the practice of adultery can in 

some situations be good or in accord with the will of God, which would be blasphemous.  

By suggesting that what is intrinsically immoral can sometimes be acceptable, AL 

undermines the entire moral teaching of the Church concerning moral absolutes.  

AL is in apparent conflict with the sound moral teaching found in Pope John Paul’s 

encyclical Veritatis Splendor.   

AL suggests that the divorced and remarried are sometimes incapable of obeying the moral 

law on adultery, which contradicts the Council of Trent’s teaching on grace.  

AL’s reliance on the idea that Catholic moral teaching is only an ideal to be pursued, rather 

than a law to be obeyed, ends up excusing sin and amounts to an unacceptable 

“gradualness of the law” approach, in contrast with the reliable moral guidance found in 

Familiaris Consortio.  

AL’s teaching on conscience and prudence are unreliable. AL misuses the teaching of St. 
Thomas Aquinas on these matters.  

AL misuses the teaching of the Second Vatican Council (Gaudium et spes) to justify 
adultery. 

AL lends itself to be read in a way that endorses many heresies. These heresies have been 

carefully and respectfully brought to the Holy Father’s attention, with an appeal that he 

upholds Catholic doctrine. He has thus far failed to do so.  

AL offers a truncated view of the God revealed in Divine Revelation, failing to do justice to 

his truth, justice and call to repentance, and ultimately distorting his love and mercy.  

AL is a non-infallible exercise of the Magisterium. The charism of infallibility does not 
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prevent popes from mistaken pastoral decisions and erroneous teaching that can lead 

people astray. 

Because AL is not in harmony with Catholic pastoral tradition, and because it is unreliable 

in its teaching and reasoning, only pastoral practices in harmony with the past Magisterium 

are acceptable.  

The Holy Father’s appeal to the Holy Spirit to justify AL is questionable. His repeated public 

tirades against those who uphold doctrine are a breach of charity, betray lack of 

understanding of the pastoral importance of “sound doctrine” as taught by the Word of 

God, and are a counter-sign of the Holy Spirit.  

Various efforts to defend AL, including by its authorized interpreter and its apparent ghost 
writer, are not persuasive.  

 

Pope Francis has appeared to prefer ambiguity to clarity, even when that ambiguity has 

resulted in massive confusion in the Church, even when many core doctrines of the faith 

have been placed in question. Such obstinacy is unworthy of the Successor of Peter who is 

called to serve “the unity of faith and communion.”194  
 

By his inaction the Pope has shown acceptance for the most permissive interpretations of 

AL among the episcopate, and allowed the sacraments of Matrimony, Penance and 

especially the Eucharist to be widely profaned. Such negligence fails to respect God,  

abandons the faithful called to holiness, and undermines the faith.  
 

Those who have raised well-founded concerns and objections to AL have served the Church.  
 

Appeals for papal clarification and correction deserve to be answered. In particular, the 

dubia that four cardinals have submitted deserve an answer. 

 

In order to preserve the faith and the Church’s mission to save souls, continued failure by 

the Bishop of Rome to adequately deal with the problems created by AL would warrant 

corrective intervention, provided it would be carried out with the utmost care and respect 

for the Petrine office.  

 

Understanding Pope Francis 

For many Catholics, Pope Francis is an enigma. Certainly, the unconventional approach he 

exhibits in Amoris Laetitia is far from the only thing he has said or done that have raised 
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eyebrows among tradition-minded Catholics, to put it mildly.195 I mention here a 

perspective that may be helpful for understanding the writings and actions of Pope Francis. 

While some of this is speculative, I offer it because it may shed further insight into Amoris 

Leatitia and the Holy Father’s approach to the controversy it has sparked. 

   

Some observers have noted how four key ideas keep recurring in the writings of Francis, 

with one making an appearance in Amoris Laetitia. Apparently, he held these ideas long 

before becoming pope.  The four principles are: 

 

- “Time is greater than space.”   

- “Unity prevails over conflict.”     

- “Realities are more important than ideas.”      

- “The whole is greater than the part.”  

 

In his apostolic exhortation Evangelii Gaudium, N. 242, Francis says the four ideas are 

based on the Church’s social doctrine. Yet a study of them, by Fr. Giovanni Scalese, finds 

they derive more from personal reflection than that doctrine.196 In any event, the idea 

“time is greater than space” appears twice in AL. I ask the reader to consider the following 

elaboration carefully.  

 

In N. 261 Francis offers a definition of this principle: “it is more important to start 

processes than to dominate spaces.” In a 2013 interview Francis also offered an 

explanation:  

 

God manifests himself in historical revelation, in time. Time initiates processes, and space 

crystallizes them. God is in time, in the processes. We must not focus on occupying the 

spaces where power is exercised, but rather on starting long-run historical processes. We 

must initiate processes rather than occupy spaces. God manifests himself in time and is 

present in the processes of history. This gives priority to actions that give birth to new 

historical dynamics.197 

 
What more can be said about the meaning of “occupying spaces”? In Evangelii Gaudium 
Francis writes:  
 

Giving priority to space means madly attempting to keep everything together in the 

present, trying to possess all the spaces of power and of self-assertion; it is to 

crystallize processes and presume to hold them back. (N. 223)  

 

The references to “power,” “self-assertion” and holding back processes, it seems like 

“space” is not a good thing! But what form would “occupying space” take? Deacon Jim 

                                                 
195 John-Henry Westen has compiled a list of concerns regarding the Holy Father that I consider worthy of attention: “The 
A - Z list of concerns with Pope Francis,” LifeSiteNews.com 11 July 2017. 
196 Giovanni Scalese, “The four postulates of Pope Francis,” in Sandra Magister, Chiesa 19 May 2016. 
197 From an interview with Fr. Antonio Spadaro in La Civiltà Cattolica 19 Sept. 2013, p. 468, cited in Scalese, ibid. 
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Russell offers a cogent interpretation. It pertains to “decrees or re-statements of existing 

teaching or practice (such as, for example, the non-reception of Holy Communion by the 

divorced-remarried-not-annulled).”198 It refers to “rules, regulations, and rigid, inflexible 

declarations, etc.”199   

 

In other words, it would apply to the very kind of clarifying intervention sought so many AL 

critics including the dubia cardinals, Finnis and Grisez, and the 45 priests and scholars!  We 

understand better now why the Holy Father has been resistant to their appeals, and is likely 

to continue to be so.200 He would seem to see such clarifications as not a good thing at all!  

 

In AL, N. 3, the Pope writes: “Since time is greater than space, I would make it clear that 

not all discussions of doctrinal, moral or pastoral issues need to be settled by interventions 

of the magisterium.” We can see how he might apply these words so as to both dismiss the 

clarifications sought by traditionalists during the two synods on the family and ward off  

similar appeals following AL’s publication.  

 

Yet there is a great irony. For, as we have seen, it seems that Francis saw AL as a 

magisterial intervention to be accepted! Certainly, his authorized interpreter, Cardinal 

Schönborn said just that. So, the logic of the Holy Father’s pet principle is not always 

consistent. Or perhaps he simply prefers the interventions that unsettle – by unleasing 

processes - to the ones that clarify. 

 

It seems fair to ask, what basis is there in Revelation for such a negative outlook on 

magisterial interventions of the kind traditionalists have sought, and which I have argued 

make eminent sense?   

 

It seems like Pope Bergoglio relates “occupying spaces” to the Pharisees that Jesus 

frequently excoriated. Hence his jeremiads against contemporary “doctors of the law,” 

generally understood to refer to the dubia cardinals and their ilk. As I have written, these 

verbal reprimands are unjustified and a breach of charity. There is also a striking irony in 

the papal vehemence: for how greatly he has relied on the eminent scholar Cardinal 

Schönborn – surely a doctor of the law – to defend Amoris Laetitia! It seems there are good 

doctors and bad ones. Are the bad ones simply the ones who disagree with him?  

 

And how would Francis logically view his two papal predecessors? John Paul and Benedict 

were learned men who, regarding FC 84, labored to clarify teaching and practice. Were 

they therefore space-occupiers? Surely such a thought is out of bounds. In my view, those 

like the dubia cardinals, with their thoughtful and respectful AL critiques, follow in the 

                                                 
198 Deacon Jim Russell, “Pope Francis’ ‘Time Is Greater Than Space’: What Does It Mean?” aleteia.org 24 May 2016. 
199 “Is a ‘Winnipeg Statement’ Lurking in Amoris Laetitia?” crisismagazine.org 13 June 2017. 
200 Deacon Russell makes a similar point, ibid.  
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illustrious footsteps of those great bishops of Rome, regardless of what unseemly epithets 

may be hurled their way. 

 

I suggest we reflect further. In light of the already discussed failure of the Pope to 

recognize the pastoral importance of upholding “sound doctrine,” it seems fair to ask: does 

he view doctrine itself as somehow “occupying space,” rather than as moving with the God 

who is in the processes of time? While this is speculative, Fr. Scalese’s analysis of a second 

of Francis’ key ideas, “realities are more important than ideas,” suggests that may well be 

the case.  

 

On “ideas” Francis writes in Evangelii Gaudium”: “It is dangerous to dwell in the realm of 

words alone, of images and rhetoric.” (N. 231) According to Scalese, the postulate on 

reality and ideas that the Pope embraces signifies that 

 

we must accept reality as it is, without presuming to change it on the basis of 

absolute principles, for example moral principles, which are only “abstract” ideas, 

which most of the time risk turning into ideologies. This postulate is at the basis of 

Francis’s continual arguments against doctrine.201  [my emphasis]   

 

Now, if that is the case, it raises the question of how Francis sees God’s action in time. In 

his frequent appeals to the Holy Spirit, we get an image of God involved in the present and 

leading us to the future. We don’t seem to hear much about the God of the past – 

specifically the past 2,000 years! We recall Prof. Farrow’s comment that we receive the 

impression that the Church of the past didn’t do well grasping the Gospel, versus a more 

enlightened approach (that Francis represents) today.  

 

But let us stop, reflect and pray. Can there be any doubt that our God has in fact been 

much involved in that past? And can we not see it reflected in the sacred doctrine carefully 

formulated – often developed precisely from debates over words! – and then passed on by 

the Magisterium with unfailing divine assistance? I respectfully submit that the Catholic 

sense of the God of “sound doctrine” seems strangely missing in the teaching of the current 

pontiff. He gives lip service to it, but does not seem to communicate how it radiates the 

Spirit. For as St. Thomas Aquinas taught, all truth is from the Holy Spirit.202   

 

If anything, the Pope seems inclined to contrast Church doctrine with the Holy Spirit. As I 

have already stated, I find his appeals to the Holy Spirit open to some question. Beyond 

what I have written, I respectfully wonder if the papal references to the Holy Spirit do not 

in some ways relate more to the “Geist” (ghost) of Hegelian philosophy, who moves 

inexorably through the processes of history, than the Holy Spirit who is in history (Jn 14:26)  

yet ever in contrast with “the spirit of the world” (1 Cor 2:12). Fr. Scalese and others see a 
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certain Hegelian aspect in Francis’ teaching.203   

 

In any event, according to Deacon Russell, the Bergoglio pontificate is about starting 

processes, not about clarifying the doctrinal questions those processes may arouse.   

 

“[C]larity” is a feature of dominating space, not a feature of the messy “process-starting” 

favored by Francis. In not responding to the dubia, the pope is merely being consistent—the 

“process” he helped start is far from over, and the whole point is that, given the inherent 

rationale of “time is greater than space,” it’s not supposed to conclude with a magisterial 

declaration that fills the space once and for all. No, the whole point is that we are supposed to 

get comfortable living in the “tension” of the confusion created by “process.” The “process” 

we find ourselves in now is supposed to lead not necessarily to clarity, but to the next 

process.204 

 

I think Russell is on to something. But if he is right, what might “the next process” be?  

 

In view of various reports, one wonders if “the next process” might not entail a re-

examination of the encyclical Humanae Vitae.205 If such a re-examination were to occur, 

one could anticipate, in light of AL, that the result that Pope Francis would likely embrace 

would present Church teaching as “an ideal” to respect rather than necessarily as a moral 

law to obey.206 If that were the case, it would only solidify the deep pastoral confusion that 

has plagued the church ever since Humanae Vitae was issued. Doctrinally, it would jettison 

a moral absolute (the intrinsic evil of contraception), just as an uncorrected Amoris 

Laetitia threatens to do with adultery. To use Josef Seifert’s language, we would face the 

prospect of not one, but two atomic bombs against Catholic moral teaching.  

 

That could never be the work of the Holy Spirit.  

 

 

Closing Thoughts 
 

The Church finds herself in an unusual situation. In a major pastoral decision, and official 

teaching, a pope has created needless confusion and disturbed the faith of the people. He 

                                                 
203 Scalese, ibid.; see also James Patrick, “Metaphysical Mischief: The Bergoglio Gloss,” crisismagazine.com 2 Aug. 2017. 
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205 Edward Pentin, “Humanae Vitae Comes Under Fire,” National Catholic Register 11 Sept. 2017. For an excellent 

summary of the many reports since June, 2017, see Matthew Cullinan Hoffman, “Nonexistent’ commission to revise 

Humanae Vitae given exclusive access to Vatican secret archives,” LifeSiteNew.com 23 August 2017.  
206 see P. Baklinski, “Theologian predicts how Pope Francis’ teaching could be used to allow contraception,” 
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has approved a pastoral change at odds with the faith and in rupture with Catholic 

tradition. His reasoning is filled with statements that seem, or can easily be understood as, 

heretical. Yet he shows not the slightest sign of taking corrective measures, and may well 

be poised to make things even worse, by inflicting on the Church another “process” where 

there are many more questions than answers.  

 

This is far from a routine situation. The Church does not have a defined canonical 

procedure to deal with an errant pope. She has, however, her own faith to guide her, the 

“sensus fidelium” (sense of the faithful),207 and the Holy Spirit promised to lead us in the 

ways of truth (Jn 14:15-26). She can also rely on her own spiritual history, where saints and 

servants of God have contended with error and overcome it. She absolutely does rely on the 

prayers of the faithful, confident that God will not abandon His Beloved Bride (Mt 28-20).208  

 

If the Pope does not change course, he leaves himself open to a charge of heresy, or at 

least of being negligent in opposing heresy. He could even be considered responsible for 

multiple heresies, since Amoris Laetitia touches upon many doctrinal areas. If he did not 

change course, he could also leave himself open to the more serious charge of being a 

heretic. Not everyone who has a heretical belief is a heretic, only someone who obstinately 

persists in heresy. There is also a very grave consequence of any pope being a heretic: by 

definition a heretic cannot hold the Chair of Peter. If he did hold it before, he would now 

forfeit it. If he would try to hold on to it, he would become an anti-pope. May none of this 

ever happen.  

 

If the Pope does not change course, given his popularity it is not hard to envision a practical 

schism far beyond anything we now experience. Lord, save us.  

 

We are in uncharted waters. For many Catholics, there is an inclination to consider such 

thorny matters as beyond us. There is something of God in that, inasmuch as we are 

supposed to not let our hearts be troubled, and ever live in confidence that Jesus has 

overcome the world. At the same time, we are one body (1 Cor 12:12-26). “If one part 

suffers, all the parts suffer with it” (1 Cor 12:26). Should the visible head of the Church on 

earth mislead the flock, all of us are affected. History shows that the Church can 

sometimes undergo great trials and tribulations. 

 

In this difficult time, let us pray for one another and be resolute in our faith.  

 

“God is faithful and will let not let you be tried beyond your strength, but with the trial 

will also provide a way out, so that you may be able to bear it” (I Cor 10:13).  

 
 

                                                 
207 See Catechism, Nos. 91-93.  
208 Fr. Linus Clovis offers a bracing view of the current situation: “Francis: A Pope for Our Times,” LifeSiteNews.com 28 Oct. 
2016.  
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APPENDIX A: Eight Errors Against the Catholic Faith          
Reflecting a Misuse of Amoris Laetitia* 

 

Position A: A priest administering the Sacrament of Reconciliation may sometimes absolve a 

penitent who lacks a purpose of amendment with respect to a sin in grave matter that either 

pertains to his or her ongoing form of life or is habitually repetitive.   

Position B: Some of the faithful are too weak to keep God’s commandments; though resigned to 

committing ongoing and habitual sins in grave matter, they can live in grace.  

Position C: No general moral rule is exceptionless. Even divine commandments forbidding specific 

kinds of actions are subject to exceptions in some situations.  

Position D: While some of God’s commandments or precepts seem to require that one never 

choose an act of one of the kinds to which they refer, those commandments and precepts actually 

are rules that express ideals and identify goods that one should always serve and strive after as 

best one can, given one’s weaknesses and one’s complex, concrete situation, which may require 

one to choose an act at odds with the letter of the rule.  

Position E: If one bears in mind one’s concrete situation and personal limitations, one’s 

conscience may at times discern that doing an act of a kind contrary even to a divine 

commandment will be doing one’s best to respond to God, which is all that he asks, and then one 

ought to choose to do that act but also be ready to conform fully to the divine commandment if 

and when one can do so.  

Position F: Choosing to bring about one’s own, another’s, or others’ sexual arousal and/or  

satisfaction is morally acceptable provided only that (1) no adult has bodily contact with a child; 

(2) no participant’s body is contacted without his or her free and clear consent to both the mode 

and the extent of contact; (3) nothing done knowingly brings about or unduly risks significant 

physical harm, disease transmission, or unwanted pregnancy; and (4) no moral norm governing 

behavior in general is violated.                                                                                                                        

Position G: A consummated, sacramental marriage is indissoluble in the sense that spouses ought 

always to foster marital love and ought never to choose to dissolve their marriage. But by causes 

beyond the spouses’ control and/or by grave faults of at least one of them,  their human 

relationship as a married couple sometimes deteriorates until it ceases to exist. When a couple’s 

marriage relationship no longer exists, their marriage has dissolved, and at least one of the 

parties may rightly obtain a divorce and remarry.  

Position H: A Catholic need not believe that many human beings will end in hell 

 

*From “Open Letter to Pope Francis” by John Finnis and Germain Grisez, First Things 9 Dec. 2016 


